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Cora (Zea mya) is peculiarly adapted to the climatic 
conditions; which prevail in th© central mld-mst part of the 
Unitei Btatest As a result of this adaptation a group of 
'Ktates have becoM# kno-wi as the "dorn .telt** as suggested by 
th© ^@at#r length, east to west as compared to the north and 
> south adaptation rang©.# 
faking advantage of this natural adaptation, the corn 
hreoder has isolated superior germ plasm and r©combined it in 
mys to allow yields of corn grain, under favorable conditions, 
to far surpass thos® possible before hybrid corn became a 
reality* 
Until r@c@nt3^, yields of 50 or 60 bushels of corn per 
acr# »©t the standards of most farmers. Most farmers on moder­
ately good soils could grow these yields, and comparable yields 
of other crops, with cultural practices in coHuaon use before 
19©0, Sine© 1940, increasing numbers of faraiers are insisting 
on higher yields| agronomic research has contributed some of 
the ans'^rs# 
Farmers are increasingly willing to reallocate their 
available resources in the effort toward more efficient pro­
duction of corn*. Since corn has been the ma^or income crop 
for a long period of years, it is logical that alert farmers 
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Should be interested in exploiting ev@Ty advantage available 
for its prodmetion» 
ftor® have been certain liaitations in the overall corn 
otaltw® ®xperiffi@ntal work.,, fhe-s® limitations may have been 
the "barrier to th© antieipat@<i process toward higher corn 
yields in r@c#nt years# It lotild appear that on© of the major 
difficulties associated with studies in th® general area of 
corn production is th@ lack of coordinated effort directed 
toward inereased prodtaetlon# Small segments of the problem 
have been considered as goals rather than as means of reaching 
the goal, !Si@ information obtained from such studies is often 
misinterpreted because the res^llts were limited by the next 
weakest link in the several necessarily integrated practices# 
In example of this problem is common to many experiments 
in soil fertility* Actually many of these studies have been 
fruitless beeause the existing fertility level of the soils 
has been adequate to produce near maximum yields with the 
plant population levels used* Fertilizer studies conducted 
nith higher plant populations generally have shoisn greater 
response to applied fertilisers# The failure to lnte,grate 
all important production factors is further illustrated in 
the testing of hybrids for yields, lodging and the many factors 
considered in evaluating new and existing hybrids. Most of 
this testing warU has been carried on at plant populations 
under 12,000 plants per acre. Such a plant population on 
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s©lli of moderate or Mgh fertility l#¥@ls does not actually 
tast the ftill potential perforaanee of the hgrbrid. It is only 
itfhen population pres.stires are hro^ight to bear that critical 
testing ean begin# Only recently are possible serious weak-
n@ss©g becoming in inbreisj single crosses and hy­
brids | that pr^^iomsly w©re considered as outstanding# Many 
escasples could be cit^sdj emaples which all point to a funda­
mental i»@mkn®ss in corn production research, lack of considera­
tion or appreciation that saireral problems must be attacked 
sifflultaneously if sound conclusions are to be dram and the 
goal of increased and more efficient production achieved. 
In the northern part of the "corn belt"the most obvious 
production practices which need to be considered deal with 
the fertility of th® soil| the plant population and the matu­
rity of the hybrid used, fhe purpose of this study is to 
emaine soiae of the interrelationships which exist between soil 
fertility levels, plant population levels and selected hybrids 
of different maturity ratings. 
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III retrosp@etf ther® wouM appear to fee little value in 
reviewing llteratiir® on plant population studies which do 
not take into account the productivity level of the soil# 
Plant population studies on a single fertility level permit 
conclusions applicalsle only to that particular condition# 
then the fertility level is less than aaxiaiM it is doubtful 
if an optiam eaj^ression of yield has been attained. 
Waters and Conner (48) isere among the few early workers 
to point out the relation of soil fertility on rates of seed* 
ing corn. Huae and Center (15) concluded that central Illinois 
soils of higher fertility could support a higher plant popula­
tion than poorer land in the same general area# The same 
observation was made for northern Illinois | but the difference 
was les® distinct# Moores (Sf) concluded that varieties of 
corn (open pollinated) were not equally adapted to different 
fertility levels# 
Xield Response to Soil Fertility and Plant Populations 
Soil fertility usually was ignored in most early studies 
dealing with the relation of plant population to corn yields# 
This was followed by a period when emphasis was shifted largely 
to fertility with little consideration given to the corn vari-
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aii<S to plaiat popiJilatioii, Since the early 1940 • s, there 
.has hmn an iaereasing amber of workers studying the broader 
problem, but Kgith conditions mder their control less than 
optimwii# 
Shubeck (40) eoneluded that increasing plant populations 
resulted in higher yields to the point where soil fertility, 
natwr© of the soil or ©oisture becaiae limiting factors. Fer­
tility-level used by Shtibeck probably was considerably less 
than optimtaia. Hounds, ^  al, (35) and fendelton, et. a|,. (30) 
showed, that yield response of corn to nitrogen side-dressing 
increased as plant population levels were raided, Jordan, 
et al« (17) and Smith (41) iising different rates of nitrogen 
fertiliser concluded that high plant populations were neces­
sary to utilise higher rates of nitrogen* Similarly, Dumenil 
(7) pointed out the importance of balancing soil fertility 
and plant population, particularly at the higher fertility 
leireli. Stringfleld and Thatcher (44) showed that the effect 
of increasing plant population on grain yield was much greater 
at high than at low fertility levels. They also jKjlnted out 
that different stand levels shoised but little response with 
poor soil treafeaents but aade full productivity with better 
trea-feients•• Mute and lost (26) foiaid no significant yield 
increase for deep fertiliser placement above starter fertlli-
aer with stands of three plants per hill but did show a signi­
ficant response in two of fo«s» years with stands of fottr plants 
per hill.* 
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Hlnkl© (3^) h#ld plant populations constajtit while he var­
ied nitrogsis l@v©Xs and concluded that higher nitrogen levels 
produced more corn per stalk*. See® and Ruber (36) may have 
diagnosed th@ situation more accurately when they pointed out 
that tapu© yield differences du© to fertilizer application are 
often not measured due to inadequate stand.. 
Huber, CM) pointed out an equally significant 
fact when ha observed that testing hybrids at a low fertility 
level with average populations was not as critical as testing 
at higher stand levels# 
Rounds, ^  al* <35) concluded that relatively greater 
increases in yield were attained by increasing stands from two 
to three plants per^ hi.ll than f^om three to four plants per 
hill* they found that in virtually all comparisons highest 
yields coincided with higher rates of planting. Pendelton^ 
et al.» C29, 30) concluded that highly productive land gave 
the highest average yield at 16^000 plants per acre, while a 
moderately productive field gave best possible yields at 
12,000 plants* On low producing fields C60 bushel level), 
8,000 plants per acre gave highest yields* 
Btringfield and Sfhatcher (44) concluded that with more 
favorable growing conditions optimiuB stands should be higher. 
Caldwell <4) recognized environmental differences when he con­
cluded that soils with droughty subsoil respond less to applied 
fertilizer and that plant populations should be restricted to 
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the raag® of 7|000 to 10»500 plmats per acre. Sandy soils 
with l@ss drottgJaty subsoils should have stands of 12,000 
plants per aere. 1© suggests that heavy soils respond more 
to fertilizer .and that plant populations should be above 
15tOOO* ICohnke and Mil#g (19) suggest 15|000 to 19,<X)0 ker­
nels per acre are needed for highest yields* 
fhere are differenees of ©pinion regarding the importance 
of higher plant populations# Biehey- (32) Interpreted the 
lit©ratui'@ to g.how -that Most states had sho^im little differ­
ence in yield in rat® of 'planting e^speriments* He suggested 
further that when yields at tifo rata®- of planting were the 
same over a period of years, the thinner planting would be 
@3^eet@d to yield more in less favorable seasons* Collins 
.and Shed (5) ia -work during the drought years, showed lower 
yields at 10,8-6S plants per acre than at 9'»300 plants. These 
differences, however, were not significant. 
lather and t^son (31) concluded that fertilizer applica­
tions often show early vegetative response, which may not be 
reflected in increased yield of .grain. !aie authors were work­
ing'at a 44 bushel yield level. 
itrinffield (42), apparently reversing his earlier opin­
ions, stated•that, differential yield response of plant popula­
tion to fertility 'level was decidedly less than it was to vary-
.ing s.@a.s©ns.. 
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BryaRf ft. al» (3) showed best yields were obtained in dry 
years (3^ bmshels per acre) at low plant populations and in 
normal seasons 14j224 plants per acre gave best results. Kel­
son and Dusi^nil (28) pointed out that the addition of 4,000 
plants P®r acre to th© average lom population level of 9,800 
plants Clf47) would increase yields S to 16 bushels per acre. 
Anderson CD also pointed out that immediate gains from adjust­
ing plant popiilations to fertility levels has tremendous pos­
sibilities for in^easei production# 
lariy experimental work in Iowa (2) showed that 10,000 to 
13I000 plants per acre were needed for best yields, with 
slightly higher levels needed for northern than for southern 
Iowa* Nelaoni et al, (27) have suggested that heavier plant 
populations ®ay be required with single ear hybrids currently 
grom in northern United States than with the prolific vari­
eties coiron in the South. 
Influence of Plant Population levels on 
Certain Corn Plant Characteristics 
Altering plant population levels laay have different ef­
fects on different corn hybrids but does appear to alter 
certain plant characteristics of any hybrid. 
Both ©pen pollinated and hybrid corn tend to tiller more 
profusely at low population levels than at high levels. This 
has been shown by several workers (2, 3j iO, 19» 44). 
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Kiesgeltoach (18) tms show that tillers do not contribute to 
increased ^eld, fhls has heen substantiated indirectly by 
Eisel® <11). 
Barr#n plants hav@ been considered on© of the results of 
higher population levels# fhe per cent of plants with barren 
ears increases as population levels are raised. The popula­
tion level at ^ hich barrenness begins to influence yield varies 
with soil type, fertility level and dim tic conditions <2j 3> 
111 221 24, #0, 44). Oaldisell (4) suggested that barrenness 
was not a factor up to five stalks per hill isith suitable 
fertility conditions since one ear per staUc co\ild be laain-
tainet at this stand level. 
It has been shorn that lodging becomes laore serious with 
increasing population levels (3j 8, 10^ 19j 20, 22). String-
field and fhatcher (44) have shown that stalk breakage below 
the ear node was greater with Increased population levels, 
but did not show apparent differences in root lodging. Dungan's 
(10) work bears out these observations# ISpants and Chandler 
(20) showed that lodging was greater at higher population lev­
els, but found' considerable differences in lodging tendencies 
of corn hybrids. They also found that the tendency to lodge was 
decreased with additions of potash on potash deficient soils, 
but that potash addition on mn-deficient soils had no influence 
on lodging. It was concluded that the solution to the lodging 
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prot^leii lies with the plaat breeder^ plus 'propar plant popula­
tion and suitable fertility lewl. 
El gel® C11) and Shubeek (40) coneluaedi that height of 
eorn plants was not appreciably influeneed hy rate of planting, 
lisele also shoi»i that th® aiaaeter of stalks at three plants 
par hill mm only 60 per cent and at fi¥e plants per hill only 
40 per mnt as large as in single plant hills . Dungan (10) 
also founi that although plants in single plant hills had 
greater di-aaeter at the hase lodging and broken stalks were 
more severe when oompsred %ith stalks of smaller diameter in 
multiple plant hills# 
Silking date is delayed as plant population is increased. 
iCO'hnke .and Miles (19) concluded that silking tos delayed one 
day for each 3i500 to 4,000 additional plants per acre, Shu-
beck <40) found the same relationship, but concluded that this 
delay did not generally influence ear development. Pendelton, 
et aa. (30)' concluded that increasing plant population slightly 
delayed silking and widened the time between an the sis and silk­
ing. 
Influence of Plant Population Levels on 
Certain Corn Ear Characteristics 
the results of laost studies on plant population have 
shoTO that ear weight is decreased as plant populations are 
u 
inereased. When corn was harvested by hand, larger ears were 
desirable and conclusions froia early work often were drawn 
with this fact In ®ind rather than the point at which mximum 
yields were obtained. 
Observations relating to diffiinishing ear weight with in­
creasing population levels have been made by laany investigators 
C3f 4t 10| 11, 13s 22, 23, 263 28, 36, 44). Most of these 
workers have suggested that approximately a half pound ear 
was the weight »ost closely related to best yields* Caldwell 
(4) indicated that ear wight is not a suitable criterion for 
suggesting rates of fertilization and population levels, since 
early varieties may have ears smaller than one half pound at 
optiam yields and still be desirable in order to reach laatu-' 
rity before frost# 
IJungan <10) has shown that single plant hills tend to have 
greater ©ar 'i^lghts than do multiple plant hills. 
Several workers (4, 26, 28, 35) have shown that ear weight 
can be increased at any population level from the addition of 
fertilizer # 
Shubeck (40) Ms shown that ear weight was decreased with 
increasing plant populations,..-and that the number of poor ears 
was increased, but there was essentially no influence on shell­
ing percentage. Eisele's <11) ii»rk showed that over 40 per 
cent of corn ears at a stand of five plants per hill were 
classified as "nubbins'* (less tlian 15 cm# long), fhese conclu-
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alons are sliaiXar to tmpu'blished -work at Minnesota (33.) which 
iBdieat®t that ear length ms red^ueed by 17 to 24 per cent as 
staM was incr#ss@i fro® thre® to fiire plants per hill. 
fh@ greater the nwatoar of kernels dropp@«l per hill the 
i 
greater is the per cent of kernels that fail to produce matiire 
plants# BoMnson ani Bryan (34) showed that 10 per cent more 
plants reached aatiarity wh@n the planting rate was two kernels 
per hill than at five k@rn©ls p@r hill.. 
lnflti@nc@ of Invironsental Factors on 
Variation ^ nong Hybrids 
E@c@ntly ther® has been increasing interest in the compari­
sons of different hybrids tmd@r severe conditions of competi­
tion, lomdSs ®t al« C35) eoncluded that the inherent ability 
of a hybrid to gi"®*© high yields was a characteristic independ­
ent of rate of planting* Mc^ickar and Shear (23) suggest that 
laaxiffita yields of different varieties do not necessarily occur 
at the s.aii© planting rate and therefor© this factor should be 
taken into account in coaparing corn performance in a variety 
test* 
Pendeltoni jst sA» (29) have shown that fe^brids differ in 
tlieir capacity to compete in thick stands. Hy x 07 appeared 
best and ?120 x ly was poorest of those tested. Kurtz, et al« 
(21) believed that W$ x Hy yielded better tmder unfavorable 
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eoiiditioas at 15fC>00 plants population than did K4 x 
Ii3i7s tottt with iyr'igation the latter hybrid yielded much 
li@tte.r. 
It 12|000 plants per acre with irrigation, ?i©ts and 
iJoaingo (47) found yield diff©renees between hybrids and be­
tween fiitrof©n l#T®ls# Hutcheroft and Robinson (16) showed a 
significant differ^nc® b@tw©n l^brids gromi in each section 
of Iowa# -fh^y also showed that differences mr© greater in 
the southern sections than in the northern sections. These 
conclusions mm based on 11,000 to 12,000 plant population 
l@t©l8» 
Moores (25) wat one of the fei? early workers to point 
out that varieties of corn groMi under like conditions of soil 
and culture differed widely in optiaum populations needed for 
highest yields. He also po^'inted out that erroneous conclusions 
would be draw fro® a consideration of only one rate of plant-
ing| and suggested that ¥ari@ties were not equally adapted to 
soils of different fertility levels* 
StriagfieM and fhatcher (4?) concluded that if a full 
sea«on hybrid siUlKed ttoee days later than an early hybrid, 
the full season hybrid should yield six bushels more at norml 
spacing on highly productiir© soils* Dungan (9) found that 
early planting (May 11) of a full season hybrid gave best 
yields in Illinois, i?hile an intermediate planting (May 27) 
proved best for short season varieties. 
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iMw and Looaais (37) Shaw and fhom <38, 39) have sug­
gested that corn ears and grain reach mBxlmvm dry weight at a 
specific nuab«r of days after silking-* A four year study 
sho'Wf^ that th@ awrag© elapsed time fipom silking to maturity 
for an ©arly hybrid ms $0 daysj for an adapted hybrid| 51 
days, and for a late hybrid, $2 days. At maturity the moisture 
p®rc©ntag® in th© three hybrids was 30f 37 aM 42 per centt 
B0tw@'@n years thits© iralues mried six to ten per cent. Matu­
rity was defined as th© time when maxlam dry weight of corn 
ears and grain was attained# fhese data seem well enough sub­
stantiated, to use the principle as a background for determining 
»aturity in this study, fhere is no other satisfactory way of 
deteraining »aturity# DessureauXf !tt al# <6) concluded that 
rate of Maturation of corn appeared to result froa a complex 
interaction of genetical and pathological factors, and for an 
ad0(|uate aeasure of aatiirity it was necessary to consider not 
only tiae of flowering and kernel moisture content, but also 
time when dry matter increas©ff)was couple ted. 
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fhB fotar locations ms@4 in thes® ©xperiaents were selected 
t© eowa? a wit® range of soili elimatic ana past management 
conditions# Three of the sites represented Important oorn 
growing soils eoMK^n to both Iowa and Minnesota, the fourth 
represented tooth short growing season and low rainfall condi­
tions. An attempt ms aade to looate fields having less than 
60 toushels per acre corn yield since this wonld indicate above 
average to less than average past managementj depending on 
the site location* The fields were nwtoered I, II, III and 
IWm Field I was located in northwest Iowa, Field II in south-
central Minnesota, Field III in somthea#t Minnesota, and Field 
If in we St-central Minnesota* 
Soils of Experimental Fields 
Field.. I i.... Marcus .slltv. clav loam 
This soil is cofflnon to northwest Iowa. The Marcus soils 
are aeatoers of the Wiesenboden group and were formed from 
relatively shallow loess over glacial till* The other major 
soils of the Marcus«Priffighar<»Sac association are members of 
the Irtanisjem group. Marcus silty clay loam is found on 3ev@l 
to nearly level uplands. "Sie surface color (46) is very dark 
gray to biatlc C3.€0® 3/3. to 2/1} to a depth of 16 to 20 Inches* 
Sie s«fes©il Is a very dark grayish Idtowi to dark olive gray 
<2•fir 3/2 to ft 3/2)• It is a friahl© to slightly plastic 
silty clay loam and is calcareous# The subsoil is moderately 
p#rmeabl©•with th© natural internal drainage ranging from fair 
-to poor, fhm soil tests are indicated belowt 
pH H K2Q 
0 - 6*6 - 7.0 ]Dow Low High 
6 - 12« 7*7 * Ba Very low Very low High 
12 ^  24" 7*7 8*2 T@ry low Very low High 
24 • 36*' o«l •» 8 #3 Very low Very low High 
fh# Marcus soils are considered to be on© of th@ better corn 
producing soils in Iowa when properly aanag@d, 
!&© cropping and past management history on this experi­
ment sit© is as followsI 19481 flaxI I949, corn5 1950, soy-
b@ajais| 19 51J corn I 195^1 corn experiment • Ho manure, clover 
or comereial fertiligsr had b@@n used for more than 15 years 
prior to this ©jcperiment* Th®^ crop yields have been considered 
normal for the area, though no 60 bushel corn yields had been 
obtained for this field* 
siltv. .clav .lo. 
fhis soil is common to soutih-central Minnesota and north-
central Iowa, the Mleollet soils are members of the Brunizem 
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gfoup, hmlng be@n imdef prassj from calcareous 
glaeial till of th# lat© Wisconsin stage, under conditions of 
sllgfetlsr restricted drainage. The other major soils of the 
Glarion»W®tost@r association are the Clarion, which is a Brunl-
2@»|. and th© W®tost@rt. which is a Wlscnboden or Htmic-Qley soil. 
Iieoll«t sllty clay loaa occtirs on ©light rises in th© level 
W<il3st@r ar«as# The s^irfac® ioll color Is very dark gray to 
blael: ClOU 3/1 to 2/1) at a depth of 14 to 16 inches, The 
smtosoil is a acttled ir#ry dark grayish browi ClOl® 3/2) heavy 
silty clay loam specked with broifsiish yellow (101® 6/6) • the 
stifetoll is moderately peraeatole with fair to poor internal 
aeration* the soil tests are indicated belowt 
Bepth g H FgOf ^2^ 
0 - 6» 5.9 - 6,5 Medium 
6 - lt« 6»3 - 7 a Mean® how Medlttm 
12 24« 7.1 * 7*7 Very low ¥ery low High 
24 - 36" 7»7 • 7»f tery low Very low Medium 
Thm Hicollet solIs$ when properly aanaged, are considered 
aaong the better corn prodmcing soils In Iowa and Minnesota# 
fhe cropping history and past aianagenient on this experi-
laental site Is as foHowsi 1948, corn} 1949> oats? 1950j 
clover and tiiK>t^| 1951# corni 1952, corn esqperiiaent# Mantire 
was applied at the rate of eight tons per acre on the sod crop 
before plowing in the fall of 1950* commercial fertiliiser 
has been msed on this field prior to this easierIment* fhe 
crop yields have been considered slightly above normal for the 
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•mm Umugh the field had never gromi m mtz&h as 6G bushels of 
•corn per ©cr@- up to 1952s 
.silt Iq. 
•i>gaw»iBi83Siwt^  
fhi^  soil is QQsmn. to ©astern Mirmesota and Iowa and 
*@st©rii Wisconsin and Illinois, fhe Fayatte soils are members 
of the Oray^-lrown fodzolic group, having been developed under 
timber I from Keditia, textured loess deposition, 1h@ Fayette 
soils ar© the principal members of the Fayette association 
and are ajsociated Mth the Bubufu© soils developed over resi­
dual limestone# The Fayett© soils are found on the rounded 
ereits of ridges and have slopes ranging from 2 to 20 per cent, 
the surface soil has a light grayish brom-color ClOlfR 5/2) to 
a depth of four to six inches, fhe subsoil has a yellowish 
ferowi color <101?E 5/4 to 5/6) and a light silty clay loam 
texture# fhe subsoils .are moderately permeable with good 
internal aeration. Iroslon hazard is .severe and there is a 
moderate need for liisestone* fh© soil tests are indicated 
be.lows 
Pwth m a £gO£ 
0 * 5i»9 -» 6»1 l<oi» Medium Xow-Medium 
6 12'* 6*0 ?ery loir Meditm 
12 *• 2¥* 5*9 ¥@ry low High Medium-High 
24 • 36« 5*1 • 5»f Tery low ligh High 
fhe Fayette s-oils are eonsi-dered to be about average as a corn 
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pfQ'iiiisiiit ioll In lom* Whll© titiey may produce high yields 
the ©r^ston hazaJPd wake.s them less d®sii'a.ble for the produc­
tion o-f tntsrtillQd trops# 
fh@ cropping history amd'past management of this experi­
mental sit© is as followsi 1^46 to 1951j alfalfaf 1951, corn? 
corn escp^rlmentw lo coswereial fertilizer, lime or 
sanure had heen used on this field tn^ the past six years, the 
crop yields h&m been considered he low noriaal for this soil 
.area and this field had not gromi. over 60 bushels of corn per 
acre prior to lf5^« 
Ihi® soil is eo'M^n to 'i^starn Minnesota and eastern South 
Dakota., 'fhe Barnes soils are aeshers o.f the Chernoaem group, 
fhes# soil,®, haw dewloped on ©alcareo.us glacial till of the 
late Wi.«consin age under tall grass iregetation with laoderately 
low precipitation, The Barnes soils are the principal upland, 
seshers o-f B'^arnes^farnell .association common to western 
Minnesota, fhes© soils are found on the slopes ranging from 
2 to 12 per cent. Ihe surfa.ce soil color ranges from very dark 
grayish brom C10XE 3/2j dry) to very dark brown ClOIB 2/2, 
Moist) to a depth of ©i.ght to eleven inches* The subsoil 
ranges fro® light grayish-brom C2#5T 6/2, dry) to pale yellow 
C2.5f 7/4, dry) silt loa® and has occasional iron stains and 
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lim© mrboaate present# fh© subsoils are moderately per­
meable with g#®d internal aeration.# Erosion hazard is slight 
t© sever## soil tests are iadieat^d b®lowt 
P<tpth g W F2O1? KgO 
0 ^  $*' 7»0 ^ 7,$ feilu» High 
6 - 12« 7,1 • 7.5 High l^w High 
la •. 24" 8.1 ¥#ry l#i» Medium 
24 ^  36*' 8 #2 tery low ?ery low Medium 
fhm Mmtmn soils are eo©sid®red average as a corn producing 
ioil in Minnssota. Srosion In a hazard as is laek of adequate 
rainfall and these eoablmd with a short fro»t free season 
reduces th© desirability of these soils somewhat for corn pro­
duction. 
fh® cropping history and past managoaent of ti-iis experi-
Rental site is as followst 1948^ corni 12 loads of manure per 
aor#| 19491 wh©at| lf5©f corn,. 12 loads of manure per acrej 
I953.J oats I If 521 corn 0:xp©riii©nt« lo coamercial fertilizer 
has bean used and no legimes have been gromi on this site for 
»r@ than 10 years* fhe crop yields have been considered 
about noriaal' for the area although this field has never raised 
over 45 bushels of corn per .acre* 
l:K^erimental Design 
A split^split plot design with six replications was used 
at all locations* fhe aain treatiaent consisted of tupo fertility 
levels-# the first split was made up of five population levels 
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and the second split consisted of three hybrids with different 
aatwrity ratings• freataeats isere randomized and replicated 
six times» fhe aboire arrangement ms used, since evidence was 
amllabl© t© show that greater differences could be expected 
between lewis of fertility than the other aa^or comparisons# 
It was anticipated that differential response of hybrids com­
pared 'liith the other treatments might be sjaall. 
Plot dimensions and treatments «r© essentially imiform 
at all sites. Based on 40 inch spacing between rows, block 
dimensions were 53*^ by 107 feet* Four border rows 
separated fertility plots* Population levels, or first split 
plotsj were 26*^ by 20 feet and these plots were separated by 
ti»o 20 inch border rows. Hybrids, or second split plots, were 
6,7 by 20 feet and no border rows were used. The entire eacperi-
sent including border rows required approxifflately 0»8 of an 
acre • 
Fertility Treataent, Plant Populations and Hybrids 
Two fertility levels were used at all fields and wre 
designated as (1) no treatment and <2) full fertilizer 
treatoent • full fertilizer treatment was siffillar at 
all fields, and consisted of a basic application of 1,000 
pounds of 10*10»10 fertilizer• this application was broad-
east and plowed under In the spring on Fields I, II and III* 
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(Fall plowing Is .saoraallsr practieed with favorable yield re­
sults on FieM# I and, II)# Field It bad been fall ploiied so 
tiie fertilizer was diiked^into the seedbed dyriag normal seed­
bed preparation* A suppleffiestal application of 200 potinds of 
aiaaonima nitrate <3^|r"0""0) was mad® on the high fertility (Fj^) 
plots at all loeations the last week in Jtoie. At Field I 
this smpplesental application was made with a P.lanet Jr# on 
on# side and six inehes from the row. At the other fields 
the nita»ogen fertilizer was **stirfao@ banded** on both sides 
and fonr inohea from the row. At each of the sites there were 
tm or iiore inohes of rainfall within 48 h&mts after the ap­
plication#. 
fh© seed was hand planted thicker than required^ and 
thinned to desired population levels* All hills were spaced 
20 inehes apart in the rows* Eow spacing varied with fields. 
Field 1 had 3f inoh row spaeingi Field III had 42 inches be­
tween rows and Fields II and If had rows spaced 40 inches 
apart# the ntsiber of plants per acre at harvest approached 
r 
8,000, ISjOOO, 16|000| 20,000 and 245000# These groupings 
hereinafter will be referred to a$ plant population levels, 
^4 %t 3?®sp®e"bivel2r« The saae population 
levels were u$ed at all fields.# In order to approximate these 
levels, on© plant per 20 inch of row represented the 8,000 (P^^) 
level, alternate one and tM>, the second level, t-m plants, 
the third level, alternating tia© and three., the fo-urth level 
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ttee© plants 20 tmh Will made up the 24,000 
le-rel* 
fMimiag to d@sl3r©d population was accomplished by pulling 
th© extoa pl&ats at Fi«Ms 11, III and 1?, and by cutting them 
#ff lust be lew th% smfm® at Field !• Th® plants were 6 
to 14 Inches tall when thimed# 
fh0 ©©rn hybrids selected wer® ehosan for yield potential 
and .lodging regiitane©* fhre® hybrids iM@re used at ©ach loca-
tioa, an adapted, hybrid t @n@ six. to t®n days earlier than 
.adaptedt and th« third j six to- ten days later than the adapted 
.hybrid • 
the follotsing' hyl^ids were planted at the four sitesj 
Field I 
larlys Minhybrid ?07 (WIO 3c A334) x (B9 x Oh.^M) 
Maptedf lom Hybrid 4^ 7 CM14 x W22) x <W9 x 1205) 
Iiates I©wa HylKPid 4517 CW9 3£ Hy) x (B? x B14) 
fields -11 and 111 
larlys Minhybrid 602 iA$^ 7 ^  A392) x (A334 3c A344) 
MaptedJ Minhybrid 50? CWIO x A334) 3c (B9 x 0h.51A) 
lates Im& Hybrid 4397 (M14 x W22) x iW9 x 1205) 
field If 
Earlyt Wise®nsin 279 CW9 x MI3) x <WD x C49> 
Maptedi Minhybrid 602 (A357 x A392) x (A334 x A344) 
latei liinfc^brid 507 (WIO x A334) x (B9 x 0h.51A) 
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tim methofi ©f 'determining satiarity ©f a hybrid varies 
with different stat#s| therefor©j hybrids mre selected for a 
particular mttirity rating by agrioultwral experiment station 
represaatatives in charge-of corn breeding at t&m. and Minne-
so'ta * 
fcthods of Measuring Certain %rono3aic Characteristics 
Harvesting was done by hand, and only coffipetitive hills 
were used#, fhe total harvested area consisted of two rows 
by teUf 20 inch hills* After the weight of the entire plot 
was reeordedi whole ear samples of approximately 10 pounds 
i»@re weighed for aolftur© deteralaation. fhe samples mre 
weighed out of the drier at 11 tO; 13 per cent aoistwe, shelled 
and rei?iei#i#d# 
Iiodging and ear height readings were taken at harvest ac­
cording to procedures used by the lom Agrictaltural Experiment 
Station Cl6)» Plants broken below the shank of the main ear 
*re considered »8ta3J£" lodged* Plants leaning more than 30® 
from vertical were considered "root" lodged* Ear height read­
ings were taken in **grad@s«** Grade 1 was read from ground 
level to IB inchest grade 2 ft?om 18 to 24 inches^ grade 3 from 
24 to 30' inche®., etc# 
Average stalk height {including the tassel) measurements 
vmr® taken when ears were 50 to 75 P®^ cent silked. Readings 
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mm aa^® ts th© <i3^g®st 6 inch®®. 
lar lengtli anil «3.1a®et©,r readliigs i»#r@ raad# In centimeters 
m ten 3?an«i®itiiy selected #a3rs from tim <iri€d shrinkage sample. 
Date- of iilklng mm r@coried as the stage of plant devel­
opment when the newly emerged silk had reached one-half inch 
,ia length• leadings -were mad© at tiK? day intervals at Field I 
and at longer intervals at the other fields• 
Ifields of stover was determined hy cutting six fully 
competitive hills id thin one inch of the level of the ground, 
fhes© samples wre taken iamediately following ear harvest# 
the gtover from each plot was tied, tagged and shocked. 
Weights were mad® when stover wa® considered as air dry# 
^ Quantitative ratings mre made on the presence and amount 
of i»ed growth, ranging from ssero (no growth or an occasional 
grassy weed) to three# A reading of three was made when grassy 
weds, two feet or taller covered the areas between corn plants, 
or when other iseeds, four feet or taller were found in large 
numbers in the plot or combinations of the tmj conditions. Ho 
attempt was made to correlate readings between sites. 
•Observations were made to determine the presence of 
St^opean -Corn Borer 'CPhyrausta nubilalis)« A reading of one 
was made ishen a plant showd evidence of corn borer presence 
by usual signs on the tassel, stem, shank, ear or leaf, regard­
less of degree, Ho attempt was made tO' determine the number of 
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fearers present nor the extent of daiaage* fhere were no p©st 
€©ntr©l iaeastir@s taken at of the foiar sites. 
Mght intensity aeaswreiaents in foot-eandles mr® made 
with a l#ston light seter, Model 603f nnder the several treat-
aents when th© ears w©r@ 5© "fc© 75 o#nt silked# Readings 
Tsere mad® In triplieat© at fQtar locations in eaeh plot. These 
locations inelsded two readings| six inches from gro\md level 
in th©' row and bett»«n rowS| and tm readings at ear height, 
one in the row and th# geeond toet-ween the rows. 
,Leaf 'blade samples were taken for ohemical analysis when 
the ears were to 75 P®f oent silked# The first alternate 
•fo'lade Ijelow th© sain ear ms removed at the sheath from one 
plant in each 20 inch hill# ^es® samples were oven dried im­
mediately and the analyses i»re msed only as an aid in inter­
preting other data# 
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mmwrnu Am ©iseirsEion 
fhea© ©xp©riiEeiitJS mm ieslgmi aii<i e©ndii©t@d to study 
th« iaflusne© of. ^ lant populationj fertility level, maturity 
of .hybrid .and their interrelations on the production of corn# 
•Several »@aswe®ents were made whieh appeared to have some 
relationship 'to fina.l yields, or which might aid in the inter­
pretation of other data# A simultaneous study of the three 
sain factors under consideration creates diffietilties in pre» 
sentation.# Xi@M data with analysis of variance will be pre-
gentei and discussed hy individual fields 5 the remainder of 
the data will be suiaaarised for the fields' involved according 
to ch^aeteristic's# fiie re-sults will he presented in five 
general groupings* these grO'Upiags are aade up of the in-
'flmences of fertility levels, variation in plant populations 
•and •selected hybrids and their interrelationships ons (1) 
certain charaeteri'sties of a ii^brid oomon to all locations, 
<2) yield, <3) plant characteristics, (4) ear characteristics, 
and (5) certain rela'ted factors* 
.Variation o-f Certain Characteristics of 
Minl^torid $Q7 at Four I<ocations 
Because the four locations used in this study were widely 
scattered geographically, it was necessary to use hybrids of 
2i 
different satwlty adap'tatloms., Minliy'brid 507 was common to 
aXi locations and was classifiod as earl^ at Field I, as 
adapted at FieMn 11 and III and lat® at field !?• Fig\3r® 1 
prapMeaJ-ly shows the relationship among the sites for yield, 
0ar -mtghtf ear length and stalk height* this device is used 
to point omt tMt the same hybrid may respond differently to 
siailar treateents when locations ar© varied. 
train yields of Minhyhrii ?07 shoum in Figure 1 m&re 
clearly not consittently Increased at higher population levels 
where no fertili»ei» was applied* Only at Field III and up to 
the 12jW30 plant level at Field I? were yields increased over 
the lowest population level* A general decline in yield re­
sulted froffi increased levels of population at Field I» 
In sharp cmtrast yields were markedly increased on the 
high fertility level as populations were increased from 8,000 
to aOjOOO plants per acre except at field IV where the maxi-
'wm yield was attained at the 16tOOO population level* It is 
of interest that the yield response to increasing plant pop­
ulation at all four locations was essentially dependent upon 
fertility level* For escample, lowest yields and a negative 
response to increasing plant populations occurred on Field I 
without added fertiliser* At the high fertility level on the 
other Imnd yields i?ere generally as great as occurred at Field 
II* iuch a complete reversal of yielding ability of Mini^hrid 
50? in response to plant population levels is suggestive of 
2$ 
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til® <3o»ple3citi#s 1bv©1v@€ in determiniag the adaptation of 
liyferids to farioms local elimatic and soil enviroiment. 
•Ear weiglit relatlotiiMpS| presented graphically in Figiire 
I9 show eleadrly that ear weight declines as plant populations 
me inereas^fd# It is ©qmlly ob-vious that ear -weights were 
greater ©n high fertility than on lot? fertility levels at 
•eosparabJe plant populations• Th&TB is less difference gener­
ally in ©ar weight at low populations than at high poptilations 
at any location. 
lar lengthy also graphically in Figtjre 1, declined er» 
ratically as plant population® were increased from the 8,000 
to the 24^000 lewl. Fields 11 and HI showed hut little 
deelin© in ear length ©ten without added fertilijser up to 
201000 plants per acre 'pjhil® ear length dropped rapidly at 
populations abow the 12,000 plant level at Field ly. It is 
of interest t©' not® that it was not possible under conditions 
of the ©sperisent to maintain length at plant populations 
above 16^000^plants even at the high fertility level# 
In general, sta.lk height was greater at high population 
levels when fertility level tos high and remained constant 
when fertility level was low# It is of interest to note the 
difference in atalk height between Fields II and III at the 
high fertility levels (Einhybrid 50? was considered adapted 
at both locations)• Stalk height was consistently less at 
Field 11 while yields were consistently higher# At Field I, 
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mhm% tli@ hybrid ms classified as early, th@ stalk height was 
greater at all popmlatiom l#¥©ls than at Field IV, ii?h©re the 
hybrid was eonsid#red late# 
Influene® of Flant Populationi Fertility Level 
and Hybrid on ¥i@ld 
, lields of 0orn grain with analysis of variance are pre­
sented, in fable 1 for Fields I and II and in fable 2 for Fields 
ill and If* 411 yields are reported on a 15»5 cent laois*-
t«re basis* C^ain yields will be disomssed by Individual 
fields# 
¥arlft»ees for fertility levels, populations and hybrids 
were highly• sifiiificant at all fields,. Fields I, II and IV 
sho-wed Mghly si.gnifieant population x fertility and hybrid x 
fertility interactions, and Fields I and IV shoise'd highly sig­
nificant .hyteid X population x fertility interactions# 
0rala yields at all fields were increased as the fertility 
level of the soil was raised by the addition of 165 pound® of 
elesental nitrogen Cl), 100 potmd® of available phosphoric 
acid CPgO^), and 100 pounds of potash <1^0)« fhe magnitude 
of increases in grain yields ms generally greater with in­
creased plant population levels• 
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X@an. yisMs f©3? aere ani the .analysis of "variance for 
FleM I are shom in fable .!« On th@ ear.ly, adapted and 
and % of th® late hybrid raaohed estimated physiological 
aatiarity ahead of a 26^ F# tT®®z@4. On Fq, only of the 
early hybrid reached this stage of deTelopment. 
yield increases resulting' from added fertilizer 
ranged from hiishels per acre at low population level 
with the early hytoridi to 101#9 bushels at high population 
.level (F^)f with the late hyteid.* fhe highest yield at Field I 
was 127#2 bushels per acre with the adapted hybrid at Fj^F^# 
fhls yie.ld indicates that growth conditions miT® favorable 
The highest yield at F^ «as 41*6 bushels per acret which is 
an .indication tl»t the initial fertility of the soil was low# 
fieM increas.es attributable to Fj^ over Fq iser© greatest 
in most cases at as graphically shoim in Figure 2, The 
large.st yield increase with the ear.ly hybrid was recorded at 
f^l.. the yield trends show that near yields isere ob­
tained at F|« 
.At Field If yields of grain ^ere increased with progres­
sively higher levels of population at Fj^) and T»re depressed 
with InOTsaslng levels of population at Fq. Aeeordlng to re-
ported critical nita'ogen levels Jrt?om analyses of plant leaf 
tissue at silJcing, nitrogen supply ms inadequate at plant 
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fable !• Mean-Xi@Ids ia Bushels'Psr Acr@ of Tiire® Hybrids 
af Fi¥e'Populatio-ii'Iis-^ sls on Two Fertility 
l,0ir@ls Analysis of Vmtmncm 
Plaat popttla-tion Hybrids and fertilit r^ lewis 
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iw^pmlatioms abov® of th® early l^brid mv& increased 
©a f fro® f^m'6 btishels per acre at to 124,5 bushels at P^# 
fhe gr#at@st yloM depreision attrlbutabl® to increasing plant 
populations mn 22»7 bushels per acre and occurred with the 
late hybrid when populations were Increased on FQ from to 
0n.Fj^| grain yields were increased laore by shifting plant 
populations tr-om to fg, than in increasing them from Pg to 
any higher population level, fhe lo^st yields on and the 
highest yields on Fo occurred in all cases at Pj^# fhe highest 
yields on occurred between Pj and the failure of yields 
to follow a siailar trend at different population levels Is 
shot® by the highly significant population x fertility inter-
'action. 
the early maturing hybrid produced higher yields at the 
low fertility level than the adapted and late hyl^ids* This 
yield difference was not large, but it ms consistent* fhe 
yield of the late hybrid at declined more rapidly and to a 
i^eater e:Kt@nt than either the adapted or early hybrids. On 
the lat®!adapted and the early hybrid at high populations 
failed to reach physiological maturity in advance of a 26° F» 
f^eeae# fhe yield of the adapted hybrid was consistently 
higher than the late hybrid on Fq, but was superior to the 
early hybrid only at " 
©n the yield of the adapted hybrid ws superior to both 
the early and late hybrids at all comparable population levels 
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except ^4# The ©arly hybrid pr©<iue@A the highest yieia at P^. 
Shis relationship is graphieally shorn in Figtar® !• The yield 
data fro® Fi#M I IMieat© that it is possible to produc®, up 
to as high yields with aa early l^fcrid as nsdth an adapted 
or lat# l^brid whan the popmlation l©fel of the early hybrid 
is approixiffistely 4|000 plants p©r acr# greater. 
lean yields .per aere and the analysis of variance for 
Field II also «r# shoim in fabl® 1» All hybrids at all treat­
ment l@v@ls reached physiological isat^xeity in advance of a 
32® F, temperatwr#* Ba© yields at all population levels 
»r@ higher than at other fields# 
Qrain yields mm increased by the addition of coamercial 
f0rtilia«r at all population levels# fh® magnitude of the 
yisld inereas® over F^) ranged from 7.5 bushels at P^^ with 
the early hybrid, to 80*6 bushels at with the late hybrid. 
Siae highest yield at Wq was 72.»6 bushels per acre, which sug­
gests an above average initial fertility level* fhe highest 
yield at Field II ms 147*0 bushels per acre, idiich indicates 
Mghly favorable growth conditions# 
The increases in yield, at^ibutable to F^ over Fq, -^re 
largest at in all cases# Xlelds increased to P^ at a reason­
ably constant rat® with Increased population levels* fhe yield 
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treses ia Figtire 3 imiieate tliat htgh&T yields could have been 
©btain#4 at tlmn oeewrrei tmdea? eonditions of the experiment. 
At imr®'mm in yieM stiapibmtahl© to differences in fertil­
ity r&af#€ from 7«f to 21•§. bushels per acre. As population 
leirels mr® imrmmif the yi@M response to aM@d fertility 
iiicr©a8©d». fhls fi^M can serw as an ©aeaiapl© that heavy 
fertilizer applications alone- do not assure highest possible 
yield return®• 
li#lds wer« in«^@a8©d with ®aeh suec@®siv© higher popula­
tion l©v@l at Wg* fher© was no evidenee that the rate of 
yield inor«a»« leas In moving from to Pj, than in mov­
ing from l>3 to P^. All ylalfls at the low fertility level «re 
lowr at than at some higher population level. Only the 
late hybrid .sh©i»@d a lower yield at than at The high­
est yields at oocwred at with th© early and adapted 
hylarid and at P3 with the late hybrid. There no consist­
ent marked change in yield at between and P5. 
in all oases th@ lowest yields at isere recorded at P^. 
fh@ highest yields at ©«ewr,ed at Figure 3 graphieally 
shows a flattening of th© yield curve imtvmen P^ and but 
that this tendency did not continue between and Pj. Ihe 
most rapid rat© of inereas© in yi^ld attributable to increasing 
•levels of population oeourred between Pg and P^., with all hy­
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fh® of th® lat@ iiybrld at Wq i^re slightly higher 
than those of the adapted or early hybrid• At the late 
hybrid yielded less than th© other two# At the late hy­
brid yielded sore than th© adapted hybrid j whieh in tiirn 
yielded more than the early hybrid at any population level, 
fhe different® in yield betiseen the adapted and early hybrid 
^admally increased with higher population levels as shomi in 
Figure 3, the yields of the late hybrid were laore variable, 
but yield superiority was maintained at all population levels* 
Since the yieldt of all three hybrids gave no indieation that 
iia3£i«m yields ^ had been attained, it is not possible to make 
a critical evaluation of the three hybrids at the high fertil­
ity level* With th® yields still increasing at the population 
levels used in the experiment.| it ean be asstmed that greater 
yield# could have been attained with still higher plant popula­
tions • 
ui 
Heaa yields per acre with analysis of variance for Field 
III are presented in fable 2* This field tos harvested before 
lEillinf frost. 
flraln yield# were increased by the addition of coimerolal 
fertilizer at all population levels* The magnitude of the 
yield increase. ranged fro® 15*6 bushels at with the adapted 
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fabl© 2., Wm&n 1tl©M In Bmshels per Acre of Tlar©® Hyfcrlds 
at fiir@ Poptilatl®n I.©ir©ls mn Tm Fertility 
ItSTela iBith Analysis of Variance 
Plant popslatipn 
l®ir@ls Hylsrids and fertility le¥els 
Um lii;h I>qw High Low Higfa 
FleM III 
41*4 57*2 47*8 63.4 41.6 65,7 
48.8 72.1 54*1 84.3 ?0.5 86.5 
54.6 87»0 58.6 95*0 66.2 100.3 
54.4 99.2 64.0 100.9 61.9 104.9 
57*7 110.2 64.5 117.1 57.7 112.9 
fxm w. 
39.9 46.1 51.7 63.3 45.1 62.4 
50.1 5S»1 61,9 76.8 67.9 83.4 
56.8 67,2 68.3 86.4 52.4 90.4 
49.0 70.2 63.1 90.4 47.1 87.9 
43.1 64.0 48.0 92.1 50.1 92.2 
A^ erag© ntmbsr ot 











Analysis ©f fariane© 
Soinre® of 'Variation d.f. 
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WWM, m 55^  Msbels p^ r aore at with the late- hybrid, 
fh® highest yield at ms $$»2 bttshels i>@r aesrei -whieh indi-
'un a¥@rag© initial jprodueti-^ ity Xm&l* the highest 
yield 3r@e©rd#d ms 117#1 hmsh@ls# whieh smggests fairorable growth 
©oaditions « 
•5 e^ yield response to increased fertility level ms great-
est in all oases at The yield trends shorn In Figure 4 
suggest that saacimtia possible yields were not obtained tinder 
conditions of this @3qperim#nt. Increases in yield affepibtitabl® 
to Fj_ over Wq at ranged from 15»® bushels "i»ith th© early 
hybrid to g4»l bmishels p^r acr® with the late j^brid# As 
population l@wls wer# inorsased^ yield respons® to fertiliser 
ms increased* fhe response to fertility lewl by the adapted 
and @.arly hybrids ms similar. The late hybrid responded some-
what less than the other two over the entire range of popula­
tion levels# 
llelds i»re inoreased -with Inoreased population levels at 
1*1^« fhe yields of th© late hybrid were inereasing at a slower 
rat# at and than were the yields of the adapted and early 
hybrid#, Xlelds of all hybrids at F0 increased with higher 
levels of populationi but to a lesser degree than at Yields 
of the adapted hybrid nere inereased from 63.4 bushels at to 
117*1 bushels per aor® at representing th© largest response 
attributable to increased plant population. At the low fertile 
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bmshels to 66.2 bustels as plant poptilatlon was increased from 
Pj. to Pj. Iha highest yields for all hybrids oeca-red at Pj 
©n F|^ » fhe highest yields of the early and adapted hybrids 
©B ocotirred at and ©f the late hybrid at P^ . 
fhe relationships of the three hyfepids at different iKjptila-
tion and fertility letels are shown in Figwe 4. The yields 
of the late hybrid were eonsistent3y higher than those of the 
adapted hybrid • fhe yields of the adapted hybrid usere con­
sistently higher than tho^se of th© early hybrid with this 
spread widening at and narrowing at late hy­
brid had a wider fluettiation in yield than the others. At 
F0P3 Its yield was well abo-re either the adapted or early 
hybrids, but at and it was Intenaedlate in yield. 
fh@ yield etirws on Fj^  in .figure 4 again indicate that an 
early hybrid ean prodmee grain yields comparable to adapted 
and late hybrids -when plant poptilations are higher* As at 
Field II, a critical evalmtion of the hybrids cannot be made 
since raaxisiOT yields were not attained, imder conditions of the 
experiment# 
Field A 
Hean yields with analysis of variance for Field I¥ also 
are presented in fable 11. All hybrids at all treatment levels 
reached phy«iological aatiirity prior to a 30® F« temperattire. 
4^  
flmetrntioB of yi©lis among Iiy"briis, fei'tility levels and 
pop'mlation levels ms greater at this field than at other 
fields* 
Srain yields of all hybrids ware increased by the use of 
eoiMereial fertillBer,- there ms no yield increase above F2 
with the late hybrid and above with the adapted and early 
i:^brids* The sis® of the yield iaerease ^0^ ranged 
from 6.2 bushels at with the early hybrid to 44.1 bushels 
at with the adapted hybrid# the magnitiide of the yield 
increase attributable to fertility was greater above Pg 
at Pg or 
the highest yield at Wq m,s 70«2 bushels per acre, indi­
cating an above average initial fertility level at Field IV. 
fh© highest yield was 9^*2 bushels per acre*. At the high^ 
est yields of the adapted and late hybrids occurred at the 
early hybrid produced highest yield at Yield trends are 
graphically presented in figure 5* 
Xields were increased as population levels were raised 
at both fertility levels* fhe highest yields at Fq occurred 
at Pg with the late hybrid and at P^ with the adapted and early 
li^brids. fhe early hybrid showed increases in yield attribut-
able to population le-rels of 16,9 bushels at in Moving from 
P|^ to P|» fhe adapted hybrid showed a similar pattern, the 
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At til© early hybrid produeed 24.1 bushels more at 
than at adapted hybrid 28,8 bushels more at than 
at Pj, and the lata hybria 29.8 bushels mora at Py than at Pj.. 
Responis© to fertility levels was less at low population 
le't^ls than at high l#wls» 
llelds of th® early hybrid mTB markedly lower than the 
adapted and lat® l^brlds at both fertility levels.. This hybrid 
also showed l®s« response to Increased fertility level than 
th© othar hybrids, fh© highest yield of the early hybrid at 
Wq was 5^ #8 bushels oompM^ed with 68 *3 the adapted and 67 #9 
bush@l» p«r acr# for the late hybrid# This suggests a lack 
of ii&erent yield potential which ms further shoim by th© 
highest yield at of 70#2 bushels# At the adapted hybrid 
appeared superior to the late hybrid while at the late hy­
brid ,had some advantage at the P2 and levels. This loca­
tion is well above the northern edge of the **corn belt". 
01iffiatle conditions may be such that high yields are not fea­
sible with existing corn hybrids. There is no apparent ex­
planation of the factors limiting yields in this eaqperiment. 
Additional research is needed to determine the factors which 
•K>st Often liiiit yields. 
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Iitflmea## ©f Plant Poptilatlons and fertility Levels on Plant 
Characteristics cf S@lected Hybrids of 
Different Matm*ity Ratings 
Data »er@ collected on iate ©f silfelngf barren stalks, 
lodging! laiiltiple ear plantsi ear height^ stalk height, yield 
of stover and nwber of tillers# All data, isere analyzed sta­
tistically where it iws possible to do so. 
Mean date of silking readings with analysis of variance 
for Field I ar© presented in fable 3* Suitable readings -mre 
»3t available for statistical analysis on Fields II, III and 
1? • All main treatisents at Field I ts^re highly significant 
and all interactions involving fertility levels also were 
slinificant# 
The data showi in fable 3 are nt:B«ber of days from July 1. 
For eaaaplet a reading of 34 is recorded as July 34 rather 
than August 3* Silking dates i®re made at approximately 48 
hour intervals# 
fiM® required for plants to reach a given per cent of 
silking was greater as plant population was increased. One 
effect of increasing plant poptilation at a low fertility level 
ws to delay silking (to a greater degree as plots approach 
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fabl® 3* M@aia Date Silked for Three Hybrids at Five 
Fofti3Atl©ii Iievels on two Fertility levels with 
Amly'sis o-f ¥arian@©,. Field 1, 
Marems Siltsr €lay Lqsm 
(from July 1) 
^Flaat population 
l@f©ls Hybrids and fertility levels 
Average amber of 
,plaat-i. P®T aere 
telcMi , „ .teferM 











tftSft IS Mg., 
8250 28.8 21.6 31.2 24.0 36.7 29.5 
12300 31 #2 21.5 33.0 24.2 39.8 29.2 
M400 31.6 22.7 35.0 25.3 40 .8 29.8 
20250 34.0 23.7 36.6 26.7 41.7 32.0 
24050 39.0 24,5 36.8 27.3 43.8 31.7 
























































Analysis &t farianc© 




5 4.11 1.73 8.93 
1 4.061.26** 5»035.02*« 7,119.03»* 
5 0.05 6.01 17.15 
fabl© 3# iC&ntlnm^) 
Bomm of -rariatioa 25^  silkM 
Meaiii stmarea 
silkei 75% silked 
Fopmlation 






Hybrid X fert. 2 
Hybrid x F©p# 8 
Hybrid X P&pm^ x Fert.* 0 





















eonflet® iilklng)# fhusj a few plaats at laay have shown 
silks ©arlyt but tia© reqiaired to reaeh 100 per cent silked 
T»s. moh longer I thereby or#ating po:llination difficulties 
for the late silked plants# the early hybrid reached 25 per 
c«nt smad, 6.2 flays later at Pj than at Ihe same hybrid 
reached 75 per cent silked 12*5 days later at than at P^,* 
This difference was less sharply defined at the high soil 
fertility leirel, 'though the relationship still exists. The 
early iQrbrid required 2«9 ^ re days to reach 25 per cent 
silked at than at P|_ and 4.3 aore days was" required to 
reach 75 eent silked. 
there was a significant interaction between hybrids and 
fertility lewis as shown by the analysis of irarlance in Table 
3« The spread in time of silking between hybrids at the two 
fertility levels, at date showing 25 per eent silked, was 
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similar at comparable population l@v©ls« Uh© length of time 
reqmlreel by the three hybrids to reach ^0 per cent silked 
wm quite different and the diff@r©nc@ in time required to 
reaeh 75 per o@nt silked was @wa greater j especially at the 
higher poptilation levels* fhes® large differences were espe** 
ciaMy evident as hybrids i»re influenced by fertility levels 
rtthln a population level. At P3,, each of the hybrids re-
qmired ?,2 mm days to reach 25 per cent silked at Fq than 
at At the early hybrid required 7*0j the adapted 7.8 
and the lat© hyteid sore days to reach 75 P@3? cent silked 
at f g than at At the early hybrid required 15*2 more 
daysI the adapted 12and the lat® hybrid 18*1 sKsre days to 
reach 75 pQi* cent silked at than at 
One of the problems in corn production in the wstern 
corn belt is to obtain adequate pollination* As the season 
progresses! the probability of hot winds and dry desiccating 
nwather is increased, fhes© data suggest that a high fertility 
level can mw& the date of silking forward and thereby diminish 
the risk of poor pollination due to this condition, fhe data 
also show that the early hybrid has an added advantage by 
reaching 75 P®!* cent silked several days ahead of the later 
hybrids# 
There ms less than one per cent of tillers aa^ng the 
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flsiits at treatment tan Fields II, III and I¥. The distri-
bmtloa of tillers by plant population levels and fertility 
levels for thre# hybrid® are shorn la Table 4 for Field I» It 
is possibl# that some dtalks recorded as tillers may have been 
r@:gr®vth after thinning. High fertility levels tended to in­
crease tillering at low population levels* 
fhe adapted hybrid shofied a p*eater tendency to tiller 
thaja the early or late hybrids# At population levels above 
there were essentially no differences in tiJtlerlng betiseen 
hybrids or betiieen fertility levels-. 
Table 4» Mean Per €!ent fillers of Tteee Hybrids at 
Five Populations on fws Fertility i;.evel®, 
Field I, Marcus Sllty Glay Iioaia 
Hytoias and fertility levels 
Average number of hyl>r,j^4, WWU 
P, 8250 0 8*3 5.0 22.5 0 10.1 
PS 12300 0 2.0 0 3#9 1.7 2.3 
Pi 16400 0 2.5 0 2.5 1.3 2.5 
P| 20250 0 0 1.0 1.1 1.7 2.4 
° ° ^-3 2.0 2.0 0 
lag ,fe§g.m...ilagfe.i. 
One of the aa^or difficulties ordinarily encountered in 
«>rking with high plant population Is the number of ear barren 
plants or barren ears. Barren plants are reported as percentages 
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ia fabl® In iiiterpr©tiag these data it should b@ recalled 
that th@ Initial fertility 1®t@1 of Fi@ld I was below average 
and Fi^li II ms abov© awrage* 
On Fi at Field II, III and OT, barren plants did not ex-
c@@d 5*i.. p@r eent. At Field 1, per cent of barren plants ap--
peared at population l@¥@lg abo'^e Fj,' for the adapted and late 
l^isride and &hmm for the early hybrid. 
•On 'barren • plant is were eirident at all population levels. 
Only the adapted hybrid had barren plants at hoi^ver* the 
per e®nt of barrenness increased generally with higher popula­
tion levelsi but did not ©xeeed 26.5 P«r oent with th© early 
and adapted .hybrids* Inereasing the level of fertility reduced 
(but did not elimimte ©ntifely) the per cent of barren plants 
at all population levels. 
Per cent of barren plants increased with progressively 
higher population levels. Barrenness did not appear to be seri­
ous belO'W Pqj at Fields Itf XII and 'If. At Field I, the adapted 
b^brid had 4.2 per cent of barren plants at The yield 
data indicate that barren plants were not a deterrent to yield 
up to except at very low soil fertility levels. 
Differences among hybrids i?ere apparent in per cent of 
barren plants under siailar treateents and growing conditions, 
fhe early hybrid at Field IT. had some barren plants at all 
treatment levels. At FQPJ, the early hybrid showed a higher per 
cent of barrenness than the adapted or late hybrid. At the high 
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fabl® 5» Mmn F@r Gaat of Barran Plants of teee Hybrids at 
Five Population levels ©a Tw? Fertility Levels 
PMat i^opmiati©!! 
:l#v@ls %bri<is and fertility levels 
Av®»g# ai«fe@|p Qf 
planig p®r aere 
fe.lft teteilrA 
!»#•» High tow High to'91 High 












0 4.2 0 0 
0 16*4 0 17.9 
0 25,0 0 3^»0 
0 19.4 4,3 44.0 






7700 0 0 0 4.1 2.0 2.0 
11200 3.4 2.2 0 2.7 1.4 2.2 
15150 2,6 0 5.6 0 7.1 1.0 
18800 4.7 0 3.3 0 5.7 2.5 
22500 6.9 0 5.1 0 10.4 2.1 
mm, .m 
7450 1.7 1.7 2 #6 0 4.1 0 
10900 0 1.7 1.1 0 2.3 0 
14300 2»6 3*9 5.7 2.2 4.7 0 
17550 6,7 1.4 3.2 1.4 3.1 0 
21050 7.5 1,5 8.4 2.3 7.1 2.1 
nm. w 
7450 2»6 1.8 0 0 0 0 
11300 0 2.8 0 0 0 0 
15200 5»7 2»6 0 0 7.6 2.1 
I8900 3-Z 2,7 6.6 3.2 7.1 1.4 
22200 15.S 5.1 10.0 1.7 7.1 3.9 
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mt% fertility level th© earlr ti^ld the same relative 
position, with 5*1 P©37 e@nt barren as compared with 15*8 per 
eent at fhere mm no apparent difference betufeen hybrids 
at Field III* there i«as a tendency for the late hybrid to have 
a higher per cent of barren plant# than the adapted and early 
hybrids at F^. fhe late hybrid at Field I had a markedly higher 
per mnt of barren plants than the early and adapted hybrids# 
the late hybrid silked much later than the other hybrids and 
there was no apparent so«re© of pollen for fertilization. This 
laay aooownt in part for the high per cent of barren plants. 
These data indl.eat# that proper soil fertility -was a laajor 
fmotor in reducing the per cent of barren plants# High plant 
population levels did not appear to be a serious factor in in~ 
during barren plants when the soil fertility level and balance 
was suitable* fhere aay b© differences among hybrids in their 
tendency to go barren# However, the adapted hybrid at each 
location either did not go barren or had a loif per cent of bar­
ren plants at high soil fertility levels regardless of popula­
tion level. 
Iiow plant population and high fertility levels create a 
condition which profflOte more than one ear per plant, even with 
single ear hybrids* Mean per cent of imaltiple ear plants are 
5^ 
shorn isa fatole 6 for ftmXi&B tf It and III» No treatment level 
sIk>-w@4 as sueh as one per cent of smch plants at Field IV. 
N© amltipl® ear plants wr© recorded on at Fields I and 
III, field II had the highest initial fertility level of the 
four fields and multiple ears were recorded at but none 
•m'm present at higher populations# 
At the high fertility level on the three fields, multiple 
ear plants iwer© evident up to Fields I and III had none 
above 2' 
Minhybrid ms the early hybrid at Field I and the 
adapted hybrid at Fields II and III, fhere appears to be a 
tendenoy for this hybrid to have a higher per cent of multiple 
ears than the other i^rbrids used in this study* 
Siere are. disadvantages in having tm ears on a single ear 
hybrid beeause the «eeond ear is usually siaa,ll and malformed 
and often high in .moisture., fhls may result in high losses 
with meehanieal pioker# and possibly storage dlffleultles du© 
to hi,gh moisture.* 
f 
Boot lodging was recorded at harvest on all plots* No 
treataent at any field had as much as one per cent of plants 
roo't lodged, therefor® the data are not reported. 
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fabl® M#an Per G#at; of Mtaltipl# Bar Plaats with Three 
%terl€is at fiw Population liev®ls on 
Fertility l»e¥el» 
Plant popttlatioii 












0 15.0 0 11.6 0 7.6 
0 2.2 0 1.7 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 










13 «4 37.7 a,2 35.7 3.0 
0 11.0 0 8.3 0 
0 2.6 0 6.9 0 
0 0 0 2.1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
fMlA Ml 
0 4.2 0 12.5 0 
© 0 0 1.7 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 












Wmmn p@r e@at of sta3^  lodging is reported in lable ?• 
•fh@r© ms l@ss than on® par mnt of sta^lk lodging at any treat~ 
rnent l%ml on Field I and the data are not reportedt 
Tlx® earlsr Jiylsrid had a higher per c@nt of stalk lodging 
at fields II, III and I? at the high fertility level than at 
the low fertility level, fh@ adapted hybrid at Field IV had 
this sas® t@nd@my at csertain population levels# Minhyhrid 
6G2 was the #arly hybrid at Fields II and III and was the 
adapted hybrid at Field 2?• fhe per esnt of lodging at both 
fertility levels was generally higher with this hybrid at all 
three fields*, this ms .not at all population levels. 
fhe high population level CF(^) at Fields II and III re­
sulted in a higher per oent of stalk lodging than A trend 
to«dri greater stalk lodging was evident with increasing popu­
lation levels.5 althom.gh the differenoes mx© small* 
fotal stalk lodging was greater with all hybrids at Field 
ff, fhis ®ay be partially eaiplained by a relatively higher 
infestation of European eorn borer and a fifty laile per hour 
wind storm after pollination* 
these data suggest tdb;at there are varietal differences in 
stalk lodging resistance, and that there is a tendency toward 
greater stalk lodging at high population levels* There is 
also an Indication that lodging was at least as severe at high 
fertility levels as at lower levels* 
5f 
faM© Wmr C«iit Stalk I-odging of Bir^e Hybrids 
at Fiv® Fopmlatlon Iievels on 
two Fertility l.®¥els 
FMat popmlation 
Hybrids aad fertility levels 
Averag© mmfoer of 
plantg per aer® ISw ga l4>i» High Mbmmmrnmmmmtmmitmmmmmimmimtmiimiitmmtimmmmmmmm 









6*6 12 •S 
2.0 1.0 2.0 0 
3.4 1.4 1.4 0 
3,5 3.7 2.0 2.6 
4.1 3.7 2.9 4.2 







7.5 0 3.3 .^.2 
2»4 8.0 2.3 2.8 0 1.1 
10.0 13.^  4.4 4.8 1.7 3-5 
8.1 10.4 4^ 6 4.2 1.7 4.0 


































laan helgiitf of stalks CinelMing tassel) with analysis 
©f -variance tm Fields I ani 111 are shorn in fahle 8, and for 
Fields II and If in fahl® f. 
Stalk height ms increased by the mse of coramercial ferti-
li2#i?* fh® incr@as@ in height was greater at higher plant 
population levels• The largest differences in height attribut­
able to over F^ ms esdiibited by the early hybrid at Field 
Ii with a range of 2.0 feet at 3*5 feet at P^ . The sajall-
tit differ@ne®s in stalk height oeourred with the adapted hybrid 
at Field W «lth a range from 0.5 feet at to 0.7 feet at Pj. 
Increases in stalk height attributable to fertility level were 
greater than those due to changes in plant populations, fhere 
is no consistent evidence of taller stalks with increasing 
population levels at F^ at any field, though at all fields sorae 
population levels lad -taller plants than 
Sata for Field I in Table 8 show that mean stalk height 
of the late 'hybrid wag increased by 0»8 foot, of the early 
hytoid by l.O foot and of the adapted hybrid by 1.2 feet, as 
plant populations were increased from 8,000 to 24,000 per acre. 
Field III slM3ws essentially the same height differences attrib­
utable to changes in plant population levels. Stalk heights 
for Fields II and I? show in fable f indicate even less dif­
ferences in height attributable to either fertility or popula-
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faljle g. Mean Stalk Height in Fe©t of Three Hybrids 
at Five Foptilatlon I»@wls on Two Fertility 
L&ymlB witli Analysis of Variance 
Plant Bdpittlatleii %brids and fertility levels 
l«ir@ls 
Aw&mg® umber of ,te|gM, •Ifep.lf#. telffM, MM 
fl&ntg per a.er@ , ,, &y Mgh .Jmw Hign Low High 
mm I 
Pi 
8250 7.2 9.2 7.2 8.8 8.5 10.2 
12300 ?*3 9.7 7.2 9.7 8.5 10.2 16400 6.8 9.8 7.8 ^•Z 8.7 11*0 20250 10.0 7.5 9.8 8.3 10.2 
5^ 24050 6.7 10.2 7.2 10.0 8.2 11.0 
i 
7450 6»5 7.5 9.3 9.2 
109CK) 7.0 7.7 10.0 8.0 9.5 
14300 7-0 §•3 7.7 9.6 8.2 9.7 
17550 7»3 S.3- 8.2 9.5 8.5 10.0 
4 21050 6.7 9.0 7.7 10.3 8.0 10.5 
Analysis of Variance 
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lybrid X Pop. 


















fatol© 9, Mean Stalk &iight la Fe©t of flsr®© Hybrids 
at Fl'^e Population Iietels on Tm Fertility 
,I»@ifels with Analysis of Tarianc® 
i'lant poptilatioa 
ImmlM 
Hybrids and fertility leirels 
•nferteM.' Mm%^4 WWM, Awrag# iw3Bab®r of 
. Plants par aer® tow High •IiOW Higli IiOW High 
6.8 6.8 7.4 7.2 7.6 
7»0 7.0 7.8 7.4 8.0 
7.0 6.6 8.0 7.4 8.0 
7 a 7.0 7.8 7.4 8.0 
7.4 7.0 8.2 7.8 8.6 
txm . m. 
6.2 7.0 7.5 8.0 
6.7 7.3 7.8 8.0 8.5 
7.0 7.7 8.0 8.3 9.0 
7.3 7.5 8.0 7,8 9.0 





















Amlysis of Variant© 
gleld IV 
Sowe© of variatiott d,f» Mean sqmrQS d»f# Mean squares 
B0pli<gati©n 4 0»41 5 1*51 
Fertility 1 21»66# 1 16. ao^* 
Error Cai 4 1»?4 5 0.40 
Population 4 1,33** 4 2.74^* 
Pop. X Fert* 4 0.5^ 0#38 
Error Cb) 32 0.24 40 0.21 
Hybrid 2 12.83»* 2 46•05** 
Hybrid x Fert. 2 O.56 2 0.32 
Hybrid X Pop* 8 0.15 8 0.47 
Hybrid x Pop. x F@rt. 8 0.I9 8 0.12 
Error Co) 80 0.21 100 0.27 
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tl®ii 2.®f©l ebanges* 
flaer® iwre <liffer©ne€»s In stalfc heights aiaoiig hybrids. 
At fieM 1|. fabi® 8t th# mrly and adapted hybrids are essenti­
ally the smm^ height at eoaparabl# fertility levels, but the 
iat© hybrid is taller than either at both fertility levels. 
At Field III J the adapted aad late hybrids were similar, but 
th© early hytold was considerably shorter or both fertility 
levels at comparable population levels, At Field II, and re­
ported in fable 9| the late hybrid was slightly taller than 
the adapted which in turn *as slightly taller than the early 
hyteld* fh© diffarences' were small but consistent with the 
early 'hybrid being obviously the shorter of the three• Hybrids 
at Field If had »ta.lk height differences similar to Field II# 
At both fertility levels the lat@ hybrid urns obviously tallest 
and the early iQrbrid shortest at all popiilation levels• 
Variances mm highly significant for fertility, popula­
tions and for ,hybrids at all fields* 
Stalk height was increased with additions of commercial 
fertilizer# fhe a®otsit of increase was greater on soils of 
l©*er initial fertility levels* 
Increased levels of population increased stalk height of 
hybrids at high fertility levels, but had little influence on 
staUi height at lo^w fertility levels* This appe.ars equally 
true for both moderate Inherent fertility levels and for appli­
cations of eomercial fertilizers* 
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Iiat@ lii'teids wer@ taller tian either adapted or early 
hgrte'ids.' At high fertility levels ther© were less differences 
in th® height of hyhridi than at low fertility levels. 
Ear height 
Mm&n ear height with analysis ®f variance is show in 
fahl@s 10 and 11# The data ar© |»rest@nt@d as ear height grades, 
with grade 1 r@pr#8®atiiig -ear height up to 18 inches from the 
groimd, gr&d® 2, 18 to 24 Inches, grade 3» 24 to 30 inches, etc. 
Ear height was increased as fertility levels were raised, 
•fhe increase in ear height atlapihmtable to F|^-©ver Wq generally 
were larger at high popmlation levels• fhe adapted hybrids at 
Field III and 1? did.not fall into this pattern# The largest 
difference in ear- height dme to added fertilizer was 3*2 at 
Field I and the smallest 0.3 at Field !?• 
Emt height ms not consistently affected by changes in 
plant population levels on Wq* On F,, ear height of the early 
«|» 
and adapted hybrids ms increased at Field I, as shown in fable 
10..* The change ms less evident with the late hybrid# At 
Field Illj.th# early .and late hybrids had greater ear height 
at higher popmlation level.®, while the adapted hybrid remained 
e.ss©ntially lanchanged on 
At Field II the early and adapted hybrids showed increases 
in ear height as population levels were raised. The late l^brid 
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fabl® 3a Mean Ear Height Srad© of three Hybrids at Five 
Fopttlation li@v@la on Tm fertility lievels 
with Analysis of Tarlane© 
Flant populatioa 
:l®v®ls Hybrids and fertility levels 
Average Bumber of 
,Blaats i3@r aer® 
larly hvbrid Adapted hvbrid Late hybrid 



















5.2 3.0 4.5 4.5 6.5 
5.8 2,7 5.0 4.2 6,5 
6.0 3-2 5.3 4.3 7.0 
5*8 3.0 5*3 4.3 6.8 
6..2 3»8 5.7 4.7 7.0 
4,7 3.5 5.5 3.5 4.5 
4,5 4,0 5.5 3-3 5.0 
5.0 3*7 5.7 3-g 4.9 
5.0 4,0 3.8 5.3 
5.5 4.2 5*8 4.0 5.3 
Ajaalysis of Varianee 


























Hybrid x Fert. 
Hybrid ac Fop. 


















talsle 11-# Mema Isi" Helglit Grade of fhre® Hybrids at Flv® 
Popialatioa Iievels on Two Fertility I.®Tels 
mtth. Analysis of Variance 
Plant • |j@pttla.ti@i3i 
Iwels Hybrids and fertility levels 
Avarag® immber ©f 
Plants my mr® 
ky|>g|# 
High Low Hieh 
e-" 1515© imm 22S00 
Pi 7450 
































3.3 4.3 4.8 4.2 
3»7 4.5 5.0 4.8 
3*8 4.7 5.0 4.5 
5»0 5.3 5.0 










Analysis of Varlanee 































Hybrid x F®rt. 
Hybrid x Fop. 























the sam© trend bmt to a ,3.@ss©r degree a« reported in 
fabl© 13.. At Field !¥' th® ear feeigbt of all hybrids was at the 
»lnl®wm grad® Fj^# fh© Increase In e^ar height with higher 
population levels consistent, though v«ry ™all, on F^. 
Data in fables 10 and 11 indicate that ear height varied 
with the same j^ferid under different ijopiilation, fertility 
levels and locations, but that at high fertility levels and 
high popMlatios levels ears reaehed a aaximtM and relatively 
consistent ear height* From these data it would appear diffi­
cult to prediet height for any hybrid over a wide range of 
soil fertility conditions-# In some oases the range approached 
two feet and ooamonly varied as such a® 12 inches# 
atever. .vielda 
Mean yields of corn stover were determined for Fields II 
and III and are reported in iable 12# Kie stover was cut, 
bound and.shocked at the time of ear harvest. The final stover 
weights from F.leM II were taken in April, 1953» after standing 
over winter#- the final stover weights at Field III were taken 
after standing in i^e .sijock for six weeks with no rain* 
Weight of stover was inerea.sed by raising fertility levels 
fro® Wq to at both fields. Stover weights were also in­
creased generally, by increaging p-lant population levels at 
both fertility levels* fhe late hybrid had. consistently higher 
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f&blm 12 • Mean Btmew tie IS iin P^mds) from fhr^ e Hybrids 
at Fiw F®ptilatioii L@ml& on Two Fertility I»evels 
Hyteia® and fertility levels 
Air@rag6 nmb r^ of I^ t^  












































































weights at Pi@lfi II and generally higher weights at Field III 
than the adapted aad early l^ brids. 
fh© largest iacreas© im stoirer weight attributable to 
over Fq for th® early i^brid ms 9^0 pomds at Field II and 
990 pomds at Field III* fh@ weight increase for the adapted 
hybrid ms 1710 pomds at Field II and 1620 pounds at Fiald 
XIII and for the lat© hybrid it was 2535 pounds and 3140 
pomdB for Fields II -and III, respeetivaly• 
The larg#st iaereas® in stover yields attributable to in-
craaslng plant population ab@v@ 8,000 at 
III was for the marly 1,290 and 1,860 poiands, for the 
adapted hyhrid 1,740 and 1,620 pounds, and for the late hybrid 
2,455 lf4'$0 pornids* fflae increases at ranged around 
1,300 pounds, except for the late hybrid at Field II i±iere the 
increase was 720 pounds#. 
fhis portion of the study is not sufficiently accurate 
to establish levels of significance• The data indicate there 
are no important difference# betireen stover -weights of the 
early and adapted hybrids on within a population level, that 
there probably are differences betTOen the a.dapted and the 
late hybrids, and that real differences in stover weight exist 
between the early and late hybrids on The weights from 
'the high fertility level indicate that real differences exist 
between all hybrids within most population levels# 
Comparing the stover weight data with the yield data in 
fables 1 and 2, it seems reasonable to speculate that an early 
hybrid at a higher population may produce yields of grain 
comparable to a later .hybrid, but with appreciably lower 
stover yields* 
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Inflment® of Plant Popialatlons and Fertility Levels on 
Ear- Chara.et©rlsties ©f S©l@et@d Hytepids of 
Mfferent latwrity Ba tings 
Mean @ar weight| -ear length diameter, physiological 
•®attirlty, par •e®at dry matter of grain and shelling p©r cent 
iwre aaong th© ear characteristics on which meastarements were 
»ad®» Data wer« ta^^ated statistically when it was feasible to 
do so# 
.Sjg. 
' M@an w©l.ght of corn ©ar^  with analysis of variance for 
Fields I and If are presented in fabl® 13 and for Fields II 
and III .in fable 14,, 411 mwc weights ar^e reported on a basis 
of 15#5 per cent moisture* 
!rhe analysis of variance for the sain trealaaents, fertil* 
ity^ population and hybrids shows all differences to be -highly 
significant# Population x, fertility interactions were highly 
significant on Fields 1 .and II and significant at Field III. 
^brid X fertility Interactions were highly significant at 
Fields I| III and If# , Hybrid x population interaction was 
highly significant at Field I and significant at Field 1¥# A 
highly significant three way interaction of hybrid x population 
X fertility ms fo«nd at Field 1, 
fk 
Tabl© 13* lean lay Weight in Pounds of Three Hybrids at 
Fiv© Fopiilatios I.0vels on fiw Fertility l-evels 
with Analysis of fariance 
Plant popttlation 
.Is-rels Hytsrlds and fertility levels 






















.55 •33 .68 • 34 .69 
.54 .23 .61 .22 .62 
.45 .18 .52 .16 .52 
.41 .12 .44 .16 .44 
.35 .15 .38 .09 •39 
.44 .47 .55 •39 .56 
•39 .37 .49 .40 .50 
•31 .32 .41 .28 •41 
.27 .26 •34 .18 .32 
•22 .17 .29 .17 •31 
Analysis of Variance 







Fop*. X Fert* 
feror (h) 
Hybrid 
Hybrid x Fert.. 
Hybrid x Fop# 




































Tatol® 14* Mean Bar Weight in Pomds of fia?@e Hybrids at 
Fi-ye Fopmlatioa I^fels ©a fwo Fertility 
with Analysis of Variance 
flant 'pspulation 
lewis 
Hybrids and fertility levels 
A-terag# ntmber of 
mr aer# High Low High Low High 
P, 
U 
7700 .49 .46 • 50 .51 .59 
11200 .41 .49 .41 .53 .44 
15150 .31 .45 •33 .50 .35 
18800 • 23 .40 .24 •43 .25 
22550 .22 .38 .23 .42 .22 
9. 7450 
Ft 10900 
Pf 14300 .27 
H 17^50 *23 




• 51 .46 .51 
•46 •SB .52 
.4a .30 .46 
•30 .27 ,41 
















Analysis of Variane® 





Pop. X P#rt. 
a-ror Cb) 
Hybrid 
i|rbrl-d X Fert. 
.%brid X Pop* 
%brid X Pop. X F®rt. 
]a?ror Ce) 
4 0.0032 5 0.0058 
1 0.7550»» 1 1.1050** 
4 0.0025 5 0.0082 
4 0.2330** 4 0.1725** 
4 0.0430** 4 0.0065* 
32 0,0024 40 0.0024 
2 O.OSIO**" 2 0,0290** 
2. 0.0290 2 0.0120** 
8 0.0065 8 0.0012 
8 0.0003 8 0.0017 
80 0.0096 100 0.0013 
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lar wight was increased throtigh the addition of commer* 
eiaj. f®3?til.iE-eif# fhis inor«as® in ©ar weight attributable to 
©¥@3? ranged from I50 p#r e@nt to 300 p@r o®nt at Field I# 
fh@ a©tml inorsas® ranged fro® 0.22 t© 0.40 .pounds p@r ear 
shorn in fable I3. ^le maxiatm ear Height at F|_ was ;Jtist 
under 0.70# whil® the aaxism ®@an ear weight at was 0#34* 
fh© ainiaum #ar weight at f'x was 0#3f and th© miniam at F^ 
was 0«Of at Field t* 
At Field I?| the increase in ear^ weight reported in fafcle 
3.3 ranged froai 0*02 to 0*17. Th@ »a3c:i®uffi ear weight at this 
northern location ms 0»5^ Fj^ and 0*47 at F^* fh® miniaium 
ear weight at F|_ was 0.22 and was 0*16 at Wq* 
yield# Cfabl® 1) with the adapted hybrid was 
attained at less than maxiaOT ©ar weight as shown graphically 
in Fifur© $» Highest yields on FQ at Field 1 wer® attained 
with maxiatBi «ar weight# lfe.an @ar weight at aaxiffiti® yield for 
th© adapted hy^brid on Fj^ ms 0*39 and on F^ it was 0.33 pound, 
fhe resp©otiw yields w®r@ 127.2 and 39*^ bushels per acre. 
The same pattern of #ar weight for the adapted togrbrid at Field 
,1? is shoTim. in fabl© 13* ^he yield diffsrenses^ however | were 
iiueh smaller. 
fh@ aetual insre-ase in @ar weight at Fields II and 111 
ranged from zero to 0*2f and l^oai 0.06 to 0.25 pounds 1 respec-
tiwlyi as shown in fable 14*. the aa:£iiaum ear weight on Fj^  
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8000 12000 16000 20000 24000 
P L A N T  P O P U L A T I O N  P E R  A C R E  
Lmm$ fm mt wlmM I« 
n 
mm. Wq ms on WimM II and 0«5I on Field III* Minifflum ear 
weights ©n f|_ was at Field II and O.3O at Field III*. At 
F^, the ainiwm weights wmm 0*22 and 0.21 for Field II and 
III I r@sp#etiwly. 
fhere ms an inverse relationship between ©ar weights and 
poptilatioa levels at all fialds# The adapted hybrid at Fiald 
II had th® Itast d®,©reas® in ear w@ight over the @ntir® popula­
tion rang#, 0»0t |»iindf ©a F|^ of any of th@ fields. The late 
fc^brid at the saa® fi«M had the greatest decrease in ear 
i»ight 0¥©r the population rang© CO.37 pound) on F^. Decline 
in ®ar weight dti# to inereaslng population levels fro® to 
ranged froa 0.20 to 0.30 pound in 18 of the 24 possible 
comparisons, as showi in fables 13 and 14. The initial fertile 
ity level of the field CFQ) appeared to determine the extent 
of decline in ear^ weight. 
a^ ie late hybrid had heavier ears on F^  ^at all fields. 
fhls relationship was sore evident at low population levels 
tdaan at high levels. The ear weight of the early hybrid ms 
less on Fj than the adapted Igrtoia, Again this relationship 
ms more evident at low population levels. On F^, at high 
population levels there was no oonslstent difference in ear 
•^Ight awsng the ^brids. fhese relationships are graphically 
shown for Field II in Flgtspe 7. 'These data indieate that mean 
ear weight tends to stabilise at approssiaately 0.20 pound ex­
cept at very low' fertility levels typified by Field I. 
0.7 
0.6 
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From the tota presented in fables 13 and 14, it appears 
that @ar weight ms in«r$as#d hy raising fertility level of 
th© soil.,, fhis increase was more evident on inherently low 
fertility fields than on high fertility fields. It ms also 
TOre evident at high than at low population levels, 
Siff is^ifht was deoreased as population level was increased* 
It does not follow that yields were decreased as ear iseight 
was lowered« 
Generallys later l^bridif had heavier ears at low plant 
pop^ilations and high fertility levels# ©n low fertility levels 
and high population levels there was little consistent differ­
ence in ear weight aaong the hybrids used at the several fields# 
It can, therefore! be said that different hybrids and hybrids 
of different sati»lty ratings @:x5>ress ear weight differences 
only as the fertility level is adeqtmte to allow the plant to 
easjjress its inherent qualities* 
Mean length of ears in centimeters with analysis of vari­
ance are presented in fable 15 for Fields I and I? and in Table 
M for Fields II and III, 
fh© data fro® Fields II and IV show highly significant 
differences for popula^tion, Fields I and III for fertilityi and 
Field III for variety# Field II shows a significant difference 
for hy^^ids* 
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fabl® 15* Mean Ear I,eiigth in Centimeters of !Hir©® %brids 
at Fiv® Population I^^vels on fm> Fertility levels 
with Analysis of Tarianoe 
Flant population 
le'rels %l3rlds and fertility levels 
At^erag© numlser of 
i>l®.nt.s i>®r ®.er© 
Early kyteid MMM 
Lorn High X^w 
4,. 









































































Aimlysis of ?arianc@ 





fop. X Fwt, 
Irror Cb) 
l^brid 
Hybrid x F@rt. 
Hybrid x Pop. 




































16* Mean %@mgth In Centimeters of Three Hybrids 
at Fife P^pmlatioii IiQ^rals ©n Tm Fertility levels 
with Analysis of fariaaee 
Pl&n% pe'pMiatitn 
l@v©l# Hybrids an<l fertility levels 
Aimraf© awaber of 
mT mmT% 
fe 
Ii®w Hieh Mm 
MU. MyM 









I?II2 Fj tl©50 
mm u 
17,5 20.2 18.4 19.7 19.5 21.3 
17a 18.8 18.0 20.0 19.5 19.7 
17.4 17.9 17*6 20.7 19.1 19.5 
15.5 18.2 18.2 19.1 14.8 20.5 
14.4 17.5 1^ *2 18.6 15.5 18.9 
nm. m 
18.^  19»3 17.9 20.3 17.3 20.9 
15.7 19»0 17.6 19.6 17.8 20.4 
15.5 18.9 17*0 18.6 16.1 18.2 
14.2 17.9 17*0 18,9 16.1 18.6 
13*9 14.2 15*1 19*6 15.0 18.4 
Analysis of tariane® 
S©tire@ &f variation 
*E(*4 ^  Tit xx... 






f©|). X Fwt. 
Error Cb) 
Hybrid 
Eyteid .3£ Fert. 
Hybrid x P©p. 
Hybrid x Pop. x F©rt# 
Irrw (c) 
1 • 0.250 2 0.085 
1 7?«490 1 171.670»* 
1 1.40 2 4.460 
4 1^ .812'** 4 21.480 
4 3.374 4- 1 <612 
8 0*910 6 10,750 
2 10.380« 2 13.330»» 
2 0.055 2 1.520 
a 0.900 8 4.945 
a 2.530 8 3.660 
to 1.052 40 3.229 
So 
laj? ieagtii was imcreasetii the addition of coimaer-
eial fertiliaet at all. fisMs# Bar length was increased more 
on soils of below awrag© initial productivity than on those 
abov# average. Tim response of @ar length to added fertility 
was greater at the southern location (Field X) than at the 
northern location CFi@M IT), as shown in Table 15. tPhere was 
a greater respond atteltutable to over at population 
isvel. abovs P3. This treiid was B«>st obvious and consistent 
at Fields I and II5^ shown in fable® 15 and 16• Ear length 
was greater on F|^ than on 5*0 at all fields j all population 
levels' and with all hybrids with the escception of the early 
.hybrid at at.Field !?• Many of these differences cannot be 
considered significant# 
Ear length was d@er©a,sed as plant population was increased 
froffl ^ decline in ear length was greater over the 
population range on than on esccept with the early hybrid 
at Field 1II| as shown in Table 16# laaciiauffi ear length on F^ 
occurred at in all eases ©accept the late hybrid at Fields 
III and If where it oceiarred at Maximiaai ear length on 
occ««6a at Pj to an oases except the adapted hybrid at Field 
IX where it occwred at P^# Miniau® ear length was obtained at 
at both fertility levels in all cases except at Field II 
where it oectarred with the late hybrid at and at Field III 
with the adapted and late hybrids at The decrease in ear 
length over the population range varied farom 0*7 centiaieter with 
81 
tli@ .h^ rbrli ©ii at Field 111 to 9-0 c^ atimeters with 
tfe@ lat© liy'b3?id Gn &t Fi©M 1 • 
fli@ ir#ate@t deereas® la #ar length was ©3£Ml3itea hy the 
lat# hybrid on F^ at Fi®ld I (failed to reaeh p-hysiological 
sigitwity)i th« adapted hybrid ©.el F^ at Field II > the early hy« 
tola on F3_ at Field III, and the early hytoid on at Flold 
ff, fim $sisll®st deer®as# ia ear length over the population 
raaga ©©e:t3rr#d with the ©arly hybrid on F^^ at Fi©ld I and th© 
adapted hybrids on F^ at Fields 11^ 111 and BT.., On the low 
fertility l^wlj the aarly hybrid had the lowest mean ear length 
at ©n Fields 111 and 1? and on th® high fertility level at 
on all ex€0pt Field II* 
Froa data reported in fables 15 it appears that 
ear length m.s Increased as soil fertility level was raised, 
t?hen there was need for added fertility to produce maxiffium 
yields. Bar length ms decreased with increasing levels of 
plant population, this decrease was greater at low fertility 
levels than at high fertility levels# fhe adapted hybrid tended 
to iiaintain a more stable ear length at high fertility levels 
than the early ©r late l^brids. fhis relationship was less 
obvious- at low fertility levels•# 
diameter 
lean diaiaeter of ears in eentimeters with analysis of vari­
ance are presented in fable 17 for Fields- I and Xf and in Table IB 
8a 
fabl© 17m M©aa Diameter la Contiseters of Three Hybrids 
at Five 3Pop!ilati©a Iiewls on fwo Fertility Iievels 
with Aimlyiis of Varianc® 
Plant popwlatieii 
l@TOlS 
Hybrids aiid fertility levels 
Awrag# ntaber ®f 
, wlaatg per mm 
i*rte, ,WrM, 




8f5© 4*2 4*8 4*4 5.0 4*6 4*8 
12300 4,1 4*6 4*1 4*9 4.2 4.5 
16400 4*7 3.8 4*7 3.9 4.6 
20250 
^•1 4*6 3.9 4*6 4 *0 4*5 24050 3 J 4*5 3.6 4*6 3.7 4*6 
• 
7450 4,4 4*6 4*7 4*7 4*5 4.8 
11300 4.5 4*6 4*3 4*7 4*3 4*7 
15200 4«6 4*3 4*3 4*5 4*2 4*4 
iSfOO 4 ,2 4*3 4*5 4*4 4*2 4.3 
22200 4*2 4*2 4*2 4*4 4.3 4 *4 
Analysts of Varianc® 


























Hybrid x F@rt. 
Hybrid X Fop* 


















Tmhl® 3,8# Mean Mm Pism&tm in Centlmetej's of 'fhre© Hybrids 
at Five PopmlatiQn ,]te¥#ls on Two Fertility Levels 
with Analysis of Variane® 
Plant .populiition 
levels 
Hybrids and fertility levels 
Iverag# na®ber of 
plants p#r aore 
njteteM 4fei>,tgA, teteM. MjiS-MbKM 
High Low High 
mm u 
k 
7450 4.6 4.5 4.8 4.6 5.1 
11300 4.4 4.7 4.9 4.5 4.6 
1>150 4.7 4.5 4,4 4.8 4.6 
^4 18900 4.2 4.6 4.1 4.5 4.4 
4 22200 4.2 4.5 4.1 
III 
4.6 4.3 
F-i 7450 4.7 4.9 4.5 4,7 4.8 
lOfOO 4.3 4.5 4.5 4.8 4.6 
14300 4.4 4,5 4.5 4.7 4.3 
17550 4,3 4.5 4.4 4.6 4.5 










Analysis of ¥ariane-@ 
Bottre® of variation <l.f 
Field II neid, m 





Fop.. X Fert* 
.Error 
Hybrid 
l|rbrid X Fert.. 
lybrld X fop. 
Hybrid x -Pop., x Fert, 
Spror <e) 
1 0.290 2 
1 0.450 1 
1 0,220 2 
4 0.330* 4 
4 1.112 4 
a 0.072 6 
2 0.350* 2 
2 0.025 2 
a 0*059 8 @ 0.072 8 













fmt Fi@Ms It mi* 
Maxiam ©ar diameter appears to be approaehed imd@r a given 
S0t of growing coMitions at relatively low levels of fertility, 
fills was indioat^d by tb® s-aall and inconsistent increases in 
®ar diaii@t®r attributable to over on Fialds II, III 
and W fall in tbi# eat^gory* fhere mre large and consistent 
iner@as@» in,@ar diameter attributable to added fertility at 
Field I» fbis location bad a lower initial fertility level 
than the other fields# 
Ear dia»#t#r was decreased with increasing plant popula­
tion levels on F^# fhis observation ms not consistent at 
Field IV as shorn in fabl® 17• Deoreases in ear diameter on 
-mm less ©vident and l©ss consistent, the range being 0.0 
to 0»5 centia®t@r deer ©as® over th@ population range. 
Decreases in ear diameter varied with hybrids# At Field 
X th#. early hybrid shO'Wd less decrease at F^ than the adapted 
or lat© 'l^bridsi while the late hybrid had the greatest de­
crease* fhere was no significant difference in ear diameter 
trends at Field It, #iil© at Field II the ear diameter of the 
late hybrid ms decreased at both fertility levels, as shown in 
fable 18 »• fhe e-arly hybrid sho-wed a greater tendency to de­
crease ear diaaieter than the adapted or late hybrids at Field 
lilt 
85 
Pliyslal©gi©al fflatttrS-ty was estinated accordiiig to ®iair (39) 
on date of 75 P©r cent of plants silked» The mean date 
of th© first killing fr©st <l@ss than 30® F.#) at Fields I and 
III ranged fr©ffi Septeaber 26 im 29# there ar® no weather sta­
tions at th#s© l©eati©ni| therefor® the dates iwere estimated 
hf interpolation fr©® airailahle data* fh@ mean date of the 
first 30® y* frost at Fi©M 11 -ms 3©pt@sib©r 30 and at Field 
If, Se-pt®®h#r 27.:. 
Shaw has ©stimated that an early variety reaches maximm 
dry weight of ear and kernels {hereinafter referred to as 
physiological aatiirity) 50 days after 75 <sant of silBiing. 
His ttgmm for an adapted hybrid was 51 <3ays and for a late 
l^brid 52 days* ^sing th®s@ figures and the m®an date of first 
killing frostj it was possible to estimate the time of physio-
lo^gioal maturity and to d@t@radtne the date hybrids reached 
that stag® md©r different treatments at the four locations* 
A M  previously mentioned» th® data on date of silking -were 
more eritieal at Field I than at Fields 11, III and IV. Jhe 
dates shorn in fable 19 for the fots^ loeations are based on 
the elapsed time of 50-j 53. and ^2 days from date 75 P®3P cent 
silked for the three hybrids,. 
Eaising the .fertility level of - the soil through use of 
oomoeroial fertilizer decreased the time required by a hybrid 
m 
Table 19 • Mean Dat© of Bstiaated PJiysiologl-cal Matiarity of 
fteee Hybrids at Five Poptilations 
•on tmo Fertility .levels 
Plant popmlation 
levels Hybrids and fertility levels 
Average nmbar of 
Plants i>®r acre 
MMM MmtAMWU, 






































9/28 9/28 9/29 
9/28 9/28 10/1 
9/28 9/28 10/8 
9/30 9/28 10/8 





































^1 745© 9/18 9/18 9/22 9/22 9/26 11300 9/lB 9/18 9/25 9/25 10/2 
15200 9/18 9/18 9/25 9/25 10/2 








to resell physiological matwrity# this advance in laaturity ms 
more evident ©n soils of low prodtictivity than on those of 
intersediat# pro«ltt©tivity> even though increases in yield had 
resulted fro» the additions of fertiliser, fhis comparison 
is ©hvious in fable 19 where Fields 1 and III are considered 
to be low to average in inherent productivity and Fields II 
aM If as being average or above# It follows that little ad­
vance in mati»ity would be eaj^ected from fertilizer additions 
on fields with high inherent productivity,. 
Fbytlologieal aaturity was delayed as plant populations 
mre increased on at all fields. Tkiis delay also was appar­
ent on at Fields I| II and If. Delay in maturity was not 
observed at Field III on nor with the adapted hybrid at 
field II. 
fhe late hybrid on had a consistently greater delay in 
•maturity with increasing population levels at Field II and I? 
than the other .li^brids. 4t Field Xf the delay for the late 
^brid was greater than for the early hybrid and similar to 
the adapted hybrid as shown in fable 19* On the adapted 
hybrid showed the 0?eatest delay in maturity of the three hy­
brids at Fields III and IV, the early hybrid at Field II, while 
the e.arly and late hybrids were similar at Field 1. 
1# hybrid at any treatment level would have reached physio­
logical aati^'ity prior to the first mean 30® F. frost date at 
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fleM lli» frost did mt Qmva^ 'f homver, tintil after all treat-
»@nt levels had r@aehed thiff stag© of development. 
At Field 11, all te^'eataeiit levels except wamld have 
reached physiological aatwrity in advance of the first mean 
30®* F, frost date# All treatment levels did reach that stage 
of development in 1952* 
111 treataent levels with the early and adapted hybrids 
at Field 1¥ would have reached physiological maturity prior 
to the first mean 30^ F« frost date as isould the late hybrid 
at The 'higher populations of the late hybrid would normal­
ly have had development checked by frost prior to time of 
physiological maturity 
On Wq at Field 1, only and Fg of the early hybrid and 
of the adapted hybrid reached physiological matwity in ad­
vance of the first frost date# On Wj,) hybrids except the 
late otxe at and Py reached physiological maturity In advance 
Of the first mean 30*^ frost date, fhe actual date of killing 
frost (26® F#) at Field I was September 22f 1952# 
Increasing fertility on low fertility level fields wiH 
shorten the time required to reach physiological maturity for 
hybrids of early, adapted and late maturity ratings# The addi­
tion -of fertiliser to fields of intermediate fertility level 
may not influence time to this stage of development# 
Increasing plant population delayed time of physiological 
maturity on Wq and also on but to a lesser degree. 
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that astlffiat@4 physiological matwity is a useful 
tool i» predietiftg matt3a?ity of hybrids» th@s@ data shon? that 
the 3late -.hybrid iromM not hatr® reach#d this stage of develop-
meat at on three of fo«r fields. On t«o of the fields, It 
would not have been reached at It appears difficult to 
Imstify -the hazard of p'owing a late hybrid in tdae northern 
eorn growing areas when adapted and ©arly hybrids oan produc# 
@c|«ally i».ll md©r sp©oifi#d conditions of corn culture# 
Mean shelling p©re@ntage@ Mth analysis of variance are 
shorn for Fields I and II in fable 20 and for Fields III and 
If' in, fable 21# Shelling p^reentag© was determined as a meas­
ure of qmlity of tte @ar corn# 
It Wi^M IJ there w@t& signifioant diff ©rentes bet wen 
fertility levelst highly signifioant differences for hybrids 
as tsell as for hybrids x fertility interaction. There were 
no significant differences among the several treatments at 
Field II#' fhere were highly significant differences among 
hybrids and a significant l^brid x population x fertility inter­
action at Field III* A significant difference among replicates 
and a similar difference among population levels was observed 
at Field IT. 
fO 
TaM® 20* Mean Shelling Pereentag© f03? Ibr©e %1>rlds 
at Flw Poptalatlons on Tm Fertility I^evels 
-mtth Analysis of ¥arianc@ 
Plant ^ptilatioa 
1@¥@1# Hyferlds and fertility levels 
Awrag® umber of 
Plants i»r aer# 
larly krtorid Adapted hybrid late hybrid 









































































Analysis of farlane® 
S©w<s® of Tmriation d.f. Mean gqtaarea d.f. Mean squares 
leplicatl®n 2 13.10 
Fertility 1 453 
Error Ca; 2 7.3^ 
P^pmlatioa 4 21.34 
Pop, X Fert. 4 19.32 
irror (b) 6 14.53 
ayljrid a 69.34** 
Hyteid X Fert. 2 35i.l4*» 
•Sytorid 3£ F©p. 8 2*04 
t^orM X Pop. X tert. 8 4.71 




















fatjl® 21* Meaa Shelling Percentage for Three lyhrids 
at five Populations on fwo Fertility I.©vels 
with inalyisis of Tarlano® 
flaat population 
levals Byferids and fertility levels 
Awrag© at»ber of 
plants ger &<sr® 
Saitly. 




























































Analysis of farian©# 




























Hybrid X F#rt. 
Hybrid x Fop# 


















Slielllag percentages were increasefi as the fertility level 
ms iacr@®s@4 for all li^brlds at all population levels on Field 
IJ as shoTO in fable 20, fhi$ pattern ms not evident at the 
other fields# 
Fopulation levels had no apparent consistent influence 
on shelling percentage on l^ere was a tendency for shell­
ing per cent to decrease with increasing levels of plant popu-
Mtion on at all fields* There generally were only small 
differences among plant populations from to but over 
the entire population range the decline w&s evident* 
There vere 'highly significant differences among hybrids 
at Fields I and III as showi in fables 20 and 21, These dif­
ferences were not evident at Fields II and IV, 
Shelling percentages appear generally to fall into a 
rang® of 81 to 83 under moderate or high soil fertility levels. 
With low fertility levels and increased plant population which 
emphasize already low fertility conditions shelling percentages-
may decline (five to eight per centj) 
im .ggni. .aE,E....»,M,g. 
Mean per cent of dry matter (on the dry basis) with analy­
sis of variance is shown for Fields I and II in fable 22 and 
for Fields III and 1? in fable 23. 
n 
faljl® 22# Meaa F©i» Cent jiatt©? Com Dry Basis) of 
•ftee® Hybrids at Fiw fopulatioas on Fertility 
Ii^fels with -tealysis of Variaae® 
Fiant 'ijo-pulatios 
l«irels JiyWi^s ani fertility levels 
Air©rsg« ntaiatoer of 





































































Analysis of farlamee 
00133?©# of variatios FieM I Field II at jm CI .« X '» d.f. Mean sqiiares 
leplicsation 2 17.31 1 31.54 
Fertiii'^  1 777.93* 1 9.36 
Error (a) 2 9.63 1 0.66 
Popttlatioii 4 40.42* 4 25.52** 
Pop. X Fert. 4 0.20 4 2.33 
Error <b) 6 6.97 8 0.& 
Eyla-ija 2 1,274.83*» 2 707.63** 
Sylsrii X F@rt» 2 23.34** 2 0.74 
Hybrid X Pop. 8 2.71 8 4.31 
Hybrid, x Fop* x-F©rt. S 3.71 8 2.87 
Error <c) 40 2.11 20 1.79 
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fable 23* Sean Fer C-eiat Dsrj Matter (on Dry Basis) of 
Hybrids at Fi¥@ Populations on Two Fertility 
$MW&ls with Analysis of Vffipianoe 
Plant population 
leirels Syl)rids ant fertility levels 
Awrage ntaaber of 
plants mr a©r® 
•»;w/&iiWWitfii»iiu)ujMiiMMniiwriigiiiiiii<»iit*w<WiMi!MjriM-)iiii>w niiii n'nunii!iiwmWf 







































































Analysis of Varianee 
So«ro^ of wl«tlon a.f. Field*^ !! lY 
leplication 2 4*41 0.50 
Fertility 1 15*96 2.34 
teor Ca) 2 43.34 5-93 
Popmlation 4 12.48 5.41 
Pop. X Fert. 4 0.01 9*33 
Irror (b) 6 7.14 6.76 
Bytoria 2 989.11** 759.64** 
%hria 2£ fert. 2 I.76 5.25 
lyt>ria 3c Pop. 8 1,35 0.58 
Syl^ id X Fop. x F@rt* 8 2,04 4.66** 
Error Ce3 40 3.85 1.46 
Wmt&mm® tor laybrli® were Mgh3ly significant at all 
fieMiifof p©pmlati©ns at Fi@M II, and a significant differ­
ence for popmlatlona at Field I# %torid x fertility inter-
aetien ms htghlj significant at Field 1 and significant at 
Field If'* • Tarianoe was significant f©r fertility at Field I 
and there a highly significant three my interaction at 
field If» 
Per cent ©f dry Matter was increased for all hybrids dn® 
t© addition of coisaaercial fertilizer only at Field I, which 
had the lowest initial fertility level# 
As .plant populations were increased, from to per 
cent of dry matter decreased* ^is ms most evident at Field 
11 shorn in fable S2, and least obvious at Field If, shown in 
fable 23# the additions of eo«ercial fertilizer was not ef­
fective in maintaining dry matter per cent as plant poptalations 
wre increasedI except at Field I* At the other three fields 
added fertility was either Ineffective or served to decrease 
dry matter per cent over th# population range • 
At each field, the e^ly hybrid had the highest and the 
late hybrid the lowest per cent of dry matter at most popula­
tion levels and at both fertility levels. There ms a wide 
variation in dry matter per cent with the sa®e hybrid at differ­
ent fields even where the l^brid was considered adapted at both 
fields. Minhybrid 507 > for eacample, had 68.4 per cent dry 
matter on at Field II and 64.7 per cent at Field III. At 
FieM II, it toad 71.3 pea? cent and at field III, 
it had 64.8 per c®nt 'dry aatter. At Field I where it was con­
sidered early it had •64*3 cent dry mattar on at 
Fi0ld If where it ms late it had 61*3 P®r cent at th© same 
tS'^atment l©v®l« 
Iaflm©iie« of Flant Poptilationj Fertility Ii©vel and Hybrid 
on -Certain Factors E«lat@d to Cora Prodnetion 
Bata wer# collected on the penetration of light at several 
locations arotand th© corn plant in competitive locations. 
QnMntitative weed readings were made at the several treatment 
levels at ©ach field. Bladings w@rt also 'taken to determine 
fer cent of corn plants showing @vid@ne© of Etsropean corn 
bor@r presence# This information was not sufficiently critical 
to- toe of direct valu® to th@, study^ but th€s observations are 
of value in suppleaanting other studies and activities• 
M&fcll, 
liight is one of the factors knowi to b© essential to plants 
for growth and reproduction, the optimuis values necessary for 
aasdLsam corn production under field conditions have not been 
adequately establishedj but probably range from 2|000 to 3>000 
foot-candleCertain miniisum light values are required for 
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©ptimaa phmtosfuthMStB by plants, fh© maximuia and minimtim 
¥alti©s are know t© vary hetmemn plants, these facts had im-
plieations In this stmdy, both for th@ mm plant directly and 
indirectly &s the plants i¥©-uld be inflmnced by competition 
from oth©r plants imeM)* 
Maan light valm@s in f<iot»candles are showi in Table 24 
for Fields I, JI and !¥• Sine® th#re mere no appreciable nor 
consistent differences between Is^brids at any location, the 
readings for hybrids have been averaged. Wide variation among 
readings was foand and at the six inch level if^eed growth ffiate* 
rially inflmenced readings• Mght values were lower on 
than on FQ at the six inch height, both within the row and 
between rows# fhey also were lower within the row than between 
rows • 
At ear height, light values were lower within the row 
than between rows# At Field 1 there was less penetration of 
light at ear height on Fj^ than on F^, but this condition was 
not evident at Fields II and If* 
At the six inch height l^ere was less light penetration 
with increasing levels of population• This condition also was 
evident at ear height on fh® values were higher at ear 
height and restriction of light penetapatlon was markedly less. 
Sine® this pha,s# of the study is less critical, statisti­
cal analyses were not aade and the resulting observations are 
interiflpeted within that restriction. tWie mean readings at the 
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fafeXe 24* Mean Foot-Candles of Light Penetration at 
Different Positions of Fiir® Population Ia'9'els and 
on fiBO Fertility Juevels 
i^ lant i^ ptoa^ ion" 
leirel iii.i'iii iiiiiwmh 
Awragemroer of 
plants per more 
*iwi<ifciii<wiaiiiiiiii<»wwiii*iiw^^  iiiihii'iiii iii iii i 
jFeiptility level and 
9,;^  
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tabl® 24^^ CCoBtlm^d) 
Plant population Fertilit 
looatioii, of i; 
le^el and 
reading 
A^rwag# niwtoei* of 
^plaat® aeafe 
ArpmE® mm,. 3 


















































six inoh l@wl w©r@ sufficiently low at all locations within 
th« row so that optimvm photosynthesis was not possible for 
oorn, bttt m&y imm been adeqmat© for eertain weeds. Probably 
at this height b©ti»en row® photosynthe»is was also restricted, 
this suggeits possible diffieulties in establishing interseeded 
erops in ©orn and in growing amsh crops if establishment were 
possible# 
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Qwafttitatl"?® n^td reaiiags mm md# on all plots at all 
ioeatlons # A seale of ssero to tl^@« was ttsed. Ho attempt was 
sad® to eoirelate readings between locations* 
Mean readings for presenee and growth at the towc 
fields are showi is faille 25* Sim® there ms no apparent 
dlffereao® in ratings due to hybrids the figttres have been 
aireraged* 
fher© wm m more oojiplete eowr of weeds and the size was 
much greater at the high fertility level than at the low level, 
fhis held trm® for all locations» Fields III and IV had more 
weeds present at th® low fertility levels than Fields I and II, 
btit the increased fertility level brought about even greater 
weed jp?0-wth* fhere mi less relative difference in weed pre­
sence due to fertility level at field IV than at the other 
fields. 
fresenee, and especially growth, of weeds was less as 
corn plant population levels were increased* This was true at 
all locationsI but was less sharply defined at Field IV* 
A qualitative aeasurefflent would have shown Field III with 
the ireatest tonnage of 'sreeds followed by Fields II and IV, with 
Field I having the lowest tonnage of competitive weeds* 
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fmble Qmntitattv© W@@d E©adia^  lander three Hybrids 














































































Gross readings were sad® t© determine evidence of attack 
by E«ropean corn borer iPbratifita nubilslls)* fh© mean readings 
are shorn in fable 26 for Fields II * HI IV* The analysis 
of variance was made on actwal counts and the eomts converted 
to per cent in the table. Readings were not completed on Field 
I though there was less evidence of borer at this field than 
at the three reported. 
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•fabl© 26f M®mn Per C©iit of Corn B©r®r Presume# Evident on 
ffar#® Hjrbrifii at Five Population Jtevels and 
on fwo Fertility fevels with Analysis of Variance 
Plant population 
.1©V©1 Hybrids and fertility levels 
Avtrag© nmfoer of 


















































17.5 10.0 11.7 2.5 15.S 
23.0 11.4 20.3 6.3 15.3 
19.1 14.9 27.6 6.4 28.7 
21.7 15.9 23.3 11.1 20.2 21.1 14.2 24.5 7.4 30.2 
59.1 32.1 31.6 40.0 40.6 
3o .2 23.5 21.6 40.7 25.6 
47.6 36.7 43.6 55.1 44.6 37.0 40*8 41.2 54.6 54.4 56.3 36.2 39.1 56.9 59.7 
Analysis of Varianc© 
So'taro® of 
variation d .f, Mm&n sataares 
£|.el4g m Vf 




















fatol® 26. CCoatlmed) 
Sour©® of npu^  • 1^ ,; vf 




Pop.# X Fert# (b)  
%brld 








































fariaae® f©r population and hyl^lds were highly signifi­
cant at all locations I as it was for fertility at Field III. 
Variance for hybrid x fertility interaction was highly signi­
ficant at Field IIJ as was the l^brid x population interaction 
at Field 1¥. 
fhe greatest attack by corn borer ms found at Field IV, 
i¥ith Field III showing least evidence of borer . Only at Field 
III was there evidence of heavier borer attach: at F^^ than at 
Fq. This was consistent for the three JbQrbrids. 
fh© lowest plant population level showed less evidence 
of borer presence than so®e higher population levels, fhe 
general trend ws for increasing population levels to show a 
higher per cent of plants attacked by borer. In very few cases, 
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howwer, was MgJiest peroeutage of plants attacked at the 
high®at po-palatlon lw©l» 
flier© was a real difference between hybrids. At Field 
II j the adapted hyferld ms most se-verely affected at "both 
fertility levels with the late hybrid at Wq next in line and 
the e«ly hyteld at shoeing laast evldenea of attaek. At 
Field III the adapted J^brid at Fq shoi»d a much higher per 
cent of borer attaeked plants with the early hybrid at show­
ing least eTidenee of attaek at that fertility level• At 
field Wj the adapted i^brid had consistently lower percentage 
readings-J with the early and late hybrids erratieally similar. 
the evldenoe shorn in fable 26 suggests that Minhybrid 
507 (adapted at Fields II and XtX and late at Field IV) was 
more attraetiire to borers than Minhybrid 602 (early at Fields 
II and III and adapted at Field IV), fhe early hybrid (Wis, 
279) at Field I? appeared siore attractive than Minhybrid 602 
and at least as attractive as Minhybrid 507* 
Considering the initial fertility level of these three 
fields (Field III ranking lowest) it appears that fertilizer 
applications and the resulting influence on plant growth say 
increase the possibilities of corn borer presence. 
10? 
tiwmii. BisccssioM Am Bmmmt 
Mimy soil fertility and fertilizer escperiaents with corn 
©arried ottt by r®s«areh agronomists have shown little or no 
yi@M response from fertilizer applications even on low fertil­
ity fields. !&!» has been true even when crop yields have 
not been high and when laboratory and. greeishouse experiments 
have shown that yield responses should have been obtained in 
the field. Sine® **eorn belt*' farmers are using heavier rates 
of eoiiMereial fertiliger on the corn crop, it beeosies increas­
ingly important to tinderstand the factors involved in the 
effieieney of fertilizer um in the production of corn. 
Several of the factors such as rate, ratio•> time and method 
of application of fertilizeri stand, spacing and plant popula­
tion per acre I and maturity, variety and nature of the hybrid, 
and others have been studied individually over a long period 
of tiise. fhs Interrelationships of some of these factors 
have been neglected. In an examination of the literature and 
available data it seeiaed that a study of the interrelation­
ships of corn plant populations, soil fertility levels and 
hybrids of different maturity ratings might lead to a better 
understanding of the problems and to a degree, reconcile dif-
ferenoes of opinion ifeich exist in the literature* Subsequent­
ly, experlaents were conducted at four widely separated loca-
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ti©ii8 With two fertility levels, five plant poptilation levels, 
and tte@@ fegrbri^s of different maturity ratings. 
Results ©f this study agree in general with those obtained 
by other mirleers itio have fotmd that eorn yields can be in-
er©as®i by raising the level of plant pop^ilations. It also 
demonstrates that no inereas@sj and possible decreases, in 
yield ©an be ezpeoted with less than adefmte fertility at 
high plant population levels* 
Corn yields were increased by an application of fertiliz­
er, asstfflied to be adequate, at all locations. The degree of 
response to the applied fertilizer ms determined by the plant 
population levels the initial fertility level of the soil and, 
to a lesser extent, by the hybrids grown. Xield increases 
attributable to added fertilizer ranged from 7#5 to 101*9 
bushels per acre.. 
fields were increased on the high fertility levels at all 
locations by Increasing plant population levels above 8,000 
plants, Xields either were not affected or were decreased 
by increasing plant population levels from 12|000 to 24,000 
plants per acre at the low fertility levels. Effects on yield 
attributable to increasing plant populations from 8,000 to 
24,000 plants per acre ranged from a decrease of 22,7 bushels 
on the low fertility level to an increase of 64.8 bushels per 
acre on the high fertility level. Intermediate population 
levels resulted in intermediate yield differences. 
im 
Mueh of the soil fertility field research isork with corn 
has heen eoniuctad with plant populations less than 12,000 
plants per acre# Results from Field II with a moderate ini­
tial soil fertility levsl illustrate® what may happen to yield 
responses at varying population levels, fhe yield response 
of the #arly hyla?id to applied fertilizer ms 7*5 bushels per 
acra at the 8,OCX) plant population lev©l* The saae hybrid, 
but at the 24,0<X) population level, produced a ^0»0 bushel 
per acr© increas# in yield• This trend was shown at each of 
the fields# In studying yield responses to a given fertilisser 
treatment, conditions other than the treataisnt under study 
should b@ as n©ar optlmu® as possible. 
th© results of this study suggest that on soils of very 
low fertility l®v@l, such as might normally produce 40 bushels 
per acr© or less in favorable seasons, there is no need or 
justification for having more than 8,000 plants per acre at 
harvest# Soils of moderate fertility level <50 to 75 bushels 
per acre In favorable seasons) may support plant populations 
up to 16,000 per acre tfstoil# favorable affecting yield, A 
range of 12,000 to 16,000 plants per acre appears to laaxlifliEe 
yields at this fertility level# On soils with high fertility 
level there is no apparent justification for less than 16,000 
plants per acr® at harvest and In favorable seasons yields are 
generally laascimlssed at even higher populations# 
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Oiie of the hasards of eorn production in the northern 
"corn belt" is the occasional early killing frosts which may 
OQOW l>@for« physiologieal aattirity of a late or even an 
adafte# feybrii resulting in retoeefi yields and lower quality 
grain* there ®ay be aivantages in planting part of the corn 
acreage on farms to an early maturing hybrid# It can help to 
miniffli^® hazso'iis fro» an early freeze and also allow for more 
advantageo^us labor dis'tribution during corn harvest, 
The current study shows that eoaparable grain yields can 
be produced with early hybrids of good germ plasM provided 
the population level is approximately 45OOO plants per acre 
greater than the adapted or late hybrid» Since the early 
'hybrid tends to have smaller ear«, it is at a disadvantage 
when soil fertility is high and populations are low. tinder 
these conditions, the adapted and late hybrids with larger 
potential ear- size have a yield advantage• Increasing popula­
tion to give greater numbers of smaller ears allows the early 
hybrid to compete in yield. 
Differences of opinion prevail among agronomists as well 
as farmers concerning the influence of applied fertilizer on 
maturity of corn grain* l&turity generally has been measured 
in terms of grain moisture content'at harvest. This study 
illustrates why such differences of opinion may exist. 
In coaiparlng maturity of corn grain on high and low soil 
fertility levels, maturity was delayed on the low fertility 
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level either when maastired by time of silking or by per cent 
dry ®att©r of grain at harvest# Maturity of all hybrids was 
advanced by th© use of cowiercial fertiliser at all population 
levels# 'On a moderate initial fertility level maturity was 
not consistently influenced by a similar fertilizer applica­
tion.* 
At both low and Ksderat© fertility levels, increases in 
plant population d®lay#d maturity# Increases in plant poptila-
tion without fertiliser addition had the sam© effQct as de­
creasing fertility level. In some cases th@ advanc© in maturi­
ty attributed to added f@rtilis5@r may be largely counteracted 
by differences in plant populations* It is therefore parti­
cularly important'in interpreting differences in maturity to 
tak® into account not only the influence of the added ferti­
lizer , but also the initial fertili'^ level and the plant 
po puliation differences I if any exist# 
fhe foregoing statements and other evidence from this 
study raise questions concerning the validity> and therefore 
the valueI of th© corn yield tests as they have been conducted 
by Land Grant Colleges. This study suggests that low plant 
poptilations on moderate or higher fertility levels may not 
critically test yield differences or yield potential, tendency 
to barrenness, stalk, lodging, height of stalk, height of ear, 
ear iwlght, shelling per cent, per cent of moisture and pos­
sibly other characteristics# 3?hese suggestions appear equally 
valid for the testing program of the corn breeder. 
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Fsreeiitage of barren plants wm increased sharply in this 
study'on low soil fertility lewis as plant populations i?ere 
increased abof© 12|000 per acre* It also increased, but more 
slowly-,, above 'th© 16,000 plant level when the soil fertility 
level was high. Barren plants inolud.ing both ear barren stalks 
and barren ears have bean attributed to a variety of causes, 
\ ineluding diseasesj insect attack$ inadequate or unbalanced 
soil fertility and the hybrid itself# In li^ht of the evidence 
presented in this study, it is suggested that future studies 
of barrenness in corn plants include at least one high soil 
fertility level treatment* A suitable treatment level could 
be attained with at least 160 pounds of N, 80 pounds of ^ 2^ 5' 
and 80 pounds of K^* Without such a treataaent the investi­
gator-cannot be sure whether he has isolated the prissary or 
secondary causative factor* 
Stalk height •mms increased by the use of fertilizer# The 
amount of increase was greatest when the initial fertility 
level was loweist# Higher levels of plant population increased 
stalk height at the high fertility level, but had little in*' 
fluenee on stalk height at the low fertility level. Late hy­
brids were taller than either early or adapted hybrids. At 
high fertility levels there was less difference in height of 
the different hybrids than at low fertility levels. The wide 
range in both fertility and population levels may account for 
the observed responses. 
3.313. 
Sar height was increased by the addition of coiamercial 
fertiliser ©n all hybrids at all locations. Th@ increase ms 
gT'eater at high than at low popialation levels# lar height 
was @rratieally increased by raising plant poptilations above 
8jOOO p@r aer@ on th© high fertility level# There vm.s little 
lnflm@n©# on ear height at different plant populations on 
the low, fertility level# Sybrids responded differently to 
•teeatnent as reflected by ear height change. Soil fertility 
levels appear to b® a iiajor factor in determining the expres­
sion of ear bright potential. 
Stalk lodging was not oonsistently influenced by fertility 
level in this study. It ms generally greater as plant popu«-
lations mre increased above the SfOOO level# fhis observa­
tion is not in full sgreenent with several other studies where 
serious,lodging ha© been reported at low fertility levels# A 
partial ©sqplsnation ®ay be- in the fact tha.t resistance to lodg­
ing was one of the bases for selecting the hybrids used in this 
study# A second and possibly equally important factor could 
be in a satisfactory soil fertility balance even at low fertil­
ity levels# fhe data show that stalk lodging does not neces­
sarily occur even at high populations on low fertility levels. 
Mean ear weight was increased at all population levels 
by the addition of fertilizer# It was decreased on all fertil­
ity levels as plant populations were increased from the 8,000 
to the 24,000 level# Ear weight of the early hybrid was lower 
'3132 
than that ©f the adapted and lat© hybrids at low population 
and high fertility levels* there was no apparent difference 
in «ar 'weight between hybrids at high jpopula'tion and loisf fer­
tility 1®V€(1'S» Kaxiatsw yields were made on low fertility 
levels iBith 0.3 tJ© 0.4 pomd aean ear weight and on high fer­
tility levels with 0*4 to 0#5 pound «ar$» fhe aim of securing 
a *»half pound'" ©ar, a« widely advocated in popular witings, 
appears satisfactory ^rula of thumb." this rul@ generally 
will be applied to moderate or higher fertility levels and 
with less than optiiEim population levels* On the other hand, 
it is doubtful if best yields will be attained in the northern 
corn belt with 'mean ear weights as high as 0#5 pound# 
Mean ©ar dlaa«t#r was increased slightly due to addition 
of fertiliser only on the field with the lowest initial fertil­
ity level# Since ear diaaeter is ©fsentially a determinant 
character undar optiaua plowing conditions this was an antici­
pated observation* -Diaaeter of ears wa® decreased as plant 
populations were incr#asad at low fertility levels and, to a 
lesser degr©©, at high fartillty levels. The effect of increas­
ing plant population is equivalent to depressing fertility 
level wh®n no additional mitr'ients ar® added sine® there will 
be more plants per mit of soil arsa# Adding eaccessive plant 
•nutrients at a low population lev#! say result in a satisfactory 
fertility level at so'me higher population level, hance less 
declin# in mean ear diameter-. 
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lor length Is largely an lii4©terialnant plant character 
an€ imd@r hlghlf fmvorabl® growth conditions will be much great­
er than under l-@st favorabl© conditions. Ear length was in­
creased hy th@ addition of coMiercial fertilizer with greater 
iner@ms#i. occurring at th@ lower Initial soil fertility levels. 
It ms • d@cr©a8@d as plant populations were increased at both 
fertility levels» Sine© ear length is an indeterminant char­
acters. it has greater influence-on ear weight and yield than 
e.ar diaiwter. 
Shelling percentage was decreased at low fertility levels 
when plant populations were increased* The largest decreases 
occurred on the lowest initial fertility levels. Shelling per­
centage tended to b© greater at high soil fertility levels as 
plant populations were increased from the 8,000 to some higher 
level. Highest shelling percentage coincided with the highest 
population level in thre® of 24 possible cases and with the 
lowest population level in six of 24 possibilities# The other 
15 high shelling percentages, ranged between the extremes. It 
is of interest to note, and contrary to popular opinion but 
substantiated by other researchj that larger ears do not neces­
sarily have the highest shelling percentage.. 
Phenological studies of the future may require that greater 
consideration be given to fertility and plant population levels# 
fwo of the fields in this study had three hybrids of different 
maturity ratings coaaaon to both of them. At the low fertility 
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and 8,(X)0 plant population level the ©arly, adapted and late 
hybrids reached estimated physiological maturity 11} 8 and 17 
dayd ear.lier on th® fl©M with th© higher initial fertility 
Iwel. At th© high fertility, low population level, the dif-
ferenc© was 11, 8 and 10 days, respectively, for the ©arly, 
adapted and late hybrids. At the high fertility, high popula­
tion levels, the diff©renee between th® two fields was 8| 8 
and 4 days for th© thre® hybrids while at the low fertility, 
high population l@vel the differenees mre 4, 11 and 7 days. 
While this pM®© of the study was not sufficiently critical 
for statistical analysis, th@ differences ar© great enough to 
allow questions to be raised. It does suggest the difficulties 
involved in mmking generaliEed phenological predictions for 
corn ftpom planting to silking time. 
One of the most intriguing possibilities emerging from 
this study concerns the adaptability of early hybrids. Com­
pared with adapted and late ii^brids, the early hybrid with 
appro3Ei«at@ly 4,000 more plants per acre produced similar grain 
yields and possibly lower stover yields. On high fertility 
levels and comparable plant populations, the grain yields of 
the three hybrids ranked in the order of late, adapted and early, 
when all reached physiological maturity. The late hybrid pro­
duced even greater relative stover yields. On low fertility 
levels, there was little difference between either grain or 
stover yields. Lower stover yields with comparable grain 
ns 
yleMs ©ibtaln®*! using an early suggest greater ©ffici-
©acy itt um of fertility aafi fflQlsttir©.# The implications may 
he @mm. mr© i8ipre©.sl,ir@ for th® northern. an<i -western "corn 
"bait** wh@r® it ii #sp@cially important to taring the corn plant 
to- po-llinmtiott before th# hot| <3ry August weather, and to 
r^ ach physiological mti^ lty in a-dmne® of a killing frost. 
fhis atuty suggests the need for continued inirestlgation 
dealing with interrelationships in corn production practices. 
Several inv#.stigation® ar@ ne@d#d to determine the differential 
response of corn Jb^ brids to differences in plant populations 
and fertility lev®ls* Soil fertility investigations with corn 
should hm conducted at higher population levels. Esqperiaents 
sho^ uld he e«taMish®d under other cliaatic and soil conditions 
than thos# sampled in this study*. 
IM 
mjoE eomMisio® 
Cotn grain yields were increas-ed at all locations by the 
tts© of eoffiffiereial fei-tiliser in the amounts applied • 
XiaMs were increased by increasing plant populations above 
the 12,000 level for all hybrids at all locations when the 
fertility level ms adequate. 
Optiam yield efficiency was not obtained and cannot be 
escpeeted with low plant populations on high fertility 
level soils• 
larly hybrids produced approximately the same grain yields 
as the adapted and la.te hybrids ^hen planted at 4|000 
more plants per acre on three of the fotir fields* 
Barren ears and ear barren plants did not depress yields 
at plant populations below 16,000 per acre on adequate 
fertility levels* 
Mean ear weight was increased at all plant population 
levels by mae of fertilizer, but was decreased at both 
high and low fertility levels as plant populations were 
increased above 8,000 plants per acre. 
m 
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